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As the fossil fuels deplete and carbon dioxide accumulates in the atmosphere, biofuel produced 
from non-food biomass via fermentation has gained worldwide attention. Fermentation broths 
typically contain acetone, ethanol, butanol and other by-products with dilute concentrations. 
Separations must be conducted to yield 99.5% biofuels and other valuable chemicals. Among 
many purification processes, pervaporation is one of the promising technologies with low energy 
consumption, minimum contamination and ability to break up azeotropic mixtures. However, the 
existing commercially available polymeric membranes are not stable at high operating 
temperatures. Therefore, this thesis focuses on the study of thermally and chemically robust 
membranes.  
 
Firstly, intrinsic separation performance of polybenzimidazole (PBI) membrane and PBI/zeolitic 
imidazolate frameworks (ZIF-8) mixed matrix membranes (MMMs) were synthesized and 
studied for pervaporation dehydration of alcohols. PBI is a class of heterocyclic amorphous 
polymer and the commercially available PBI has a high Tg of 425-435 
o
C. To enhance the 
permeability of PBI membranes, nano-sized ZIF-8 is employed as filler for PBI membranes 
because of its high thermal, chemical stability and potentially good compatibility with PBI. 
MMMs comprising ZIF-8 as high as 58 wt% exhibit a uniform morphology. ZIF-8 particles in 
PBI membrane increases water permeability by almost one order without much decrease in 
selectivity for water because the effect of chain rigidification apparently become weak with an 
increase in ZIF-8 loading and good compatibility between metal organic frameworks and the 
polymer. The employment of higher loading and smaller size of ZIF-8 particles in MMMs is an 
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essential strategy to enhance pervaporation performance of polymeric membranes.  
 
In the second part of the study, free volume properties of swelled PBI and PBI/ZIF-8 MMMs 
were investigated to reveal the correlation between pervaporation performance and swelled 
membranes. Positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) was employed to characterize the alcohol- 
and water-induced swelling and sorption properties of PBI and PBI/ZIF-8 (2:1) nano-composite 
membranes The PAS studies confirm that the high pervaporation permeability of PBI/ZIF-8 
membranes is attributed to the high fractional free volume (FFV) created by large cavities of 
ZIF-8 particles. In addition, the alcohol saturated PBI/ZIF-8 membranes has significantly 
smaller free volume radii than alcohol saturated PBI membranes. A linear correlation between 
FFV of swelled membranes and permeability or diffusion coefficient has been developed.  
 
In the third part of the thesis, novel PBI/P84 polyimide dual-layer hollow fibers for 
pervaporation were developed for dehydration of acetone. Acetone is challenging to be purified 
with polyimide membranes because it causes severe swelling to the membranes. In the study, 
both thermal and chemical cross-linking modifications were applied to the membranes in order 
to investigate their effectiveness to overcome acetone-induced swelling. Thermal treatment can 
effectively enhance separation performance, but performance stability can only be achieved 
through the cross-linking modification of PBI. Cross-linking with p-xylene dichloride followed 
by a thermal treatment above 250 
o
C show significant effectiveness to improve and stabilize 
pervaporation performance. The FFV of the PBI selective layer reduces from 3.27% to 1.98% 
and 1.33%, respectively, after thermal treatment and a combination of chemical/thermal 
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cross-linking modifications characterized by PAS. 
 
Lastly, novel thin film composite (TFC) membranes on ceramic substrates (ceramic TFC 
membranes) were developed for the first time to dehydrate alcohols. Ceramic support instead of 
conventional polymeric substrates was employed because of its higher mechanical strength, 
thermal resistance and lower swelling by solvents. The ceramic TFC membranes was obtained 
by using interfacial polymerization (IP) of m-phenylenediamine (MPD) and trimesoylchoride 
(TMC) to create ultra-thin polyamide films as selective layers. To minimize the surface 
roughness of ceramic substrate, an intermediate layer of polydopamine (PDA) or 
polyethyleneimine (PEI) was deposited on α-alumina ceramic surfaces prior to IP. It was found 
that the PEI-coated ceramic substrate provided better adhesion with the polyamide thin film than 
the original and the PDA-coated ones owing to its smoother surface. Moreover, the developed 
ceramic TFC membrane shows high stability after 120 h operation. This study demonstrates the 
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yi    Weight percent of component i in the permeate (wt%) 
αa/b   Selectivity 
αR   Relaxation constant 
βa/b   Separation factor 
γi   Activity coefficient of component i 
τ3 / τ4  Lifetime of o-Ps (ns) 
λ   Cu Kα radiation wavelength of wide-angle X-ray diffractin 




















θ   X-ray diffraction angle (°) 
π   Mathematic constant of a circle 
μ    Chemical potential  
ν    Molar volume (m3/mol) 
χ    Flory-Huggins interaction parameter  
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Ф    Penetrant volume fraction in the membrane 
ρ   Density (kg/m3)







1.1 Introduction of pervaporation process 
Pervaporation is a membrane based process for liquid/liquid separation, where the membrane 
permeates selectively one of the components in a feed mixture. “Pervaporation” was named by 
Kober to identify a membrane process where liquid permeates through a semi-permeable 
membrane and vaporizes at the downstream side of the membrane [1]. A simplified diagram of a 
pervaporation process is shown in Fig. 1.1. A vacuum or a gas purge is applied to the other side 
of the membrane to remove the permeated vapor at the downstream side of the membrane. In the 
process, components of the feed adsorb into the membrane, diffuse through the membrane, and 
then evaporate into the permeate vapor phase [2]. The driving force for the process is the vapor 
pressure differences of a feed component across the membrane. The feed components are 
separated if some of the components preferentially permeate through the membrane because of 
higher sorption and faster diffusion rate in the membrane. The sorption uptake of a component is 
closely related to its affinity with the membrane whereas the diffusion rate is generally inversely 
proportional to its molecular size. 
 
Pervaporation is energy-efficient as it can selectively separate a minor component in a mixture 
without being constrained by the vapor-liquid equilibrium (VLE), which is the basic principle 
for the separation of liquid mixtures using a distillation process. The main motivation for the 
pervaporation process is the ease of for the separation of azeotrope mixtures such as 
ethanol-water compared to the distillation process. In addition, the pervaproation process can be 
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operated at temperatures lower than the boiling points so that waste heat may be used to provide 








Fig. 1.1 A pervaporation process. 
 
The pervaporation process has been mainly applied for organic dehydration, organic recovery 
and organic-organic separation. Firstly, the process is used to remove water from solvent 
mixtures and is the most widely studied. A wide range of solvents such alcohols, ketones, acids 
and aprotic solvents can be purified with the process [3]. Secondly, the process is also explored 
for the recovery of trace amount of organics such as aromatic compounds and alcohols in waste 
water [4] and fermentation broths [5] respectively. The recovery of alcohols from fermentation 
broth is a promising area to be explored because the possible use of alcohols as biofuels. Lastly, 
pervaporation is employed for the separation of organic-organic mixtures such as 
polar/non-polar solvents, aromatic/aliphatic and isomers [6]. These mixtures are difficult to be 
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1.2 Biofuel and solvents from fermentation broths 
Fossil fuel depletion coupled with increasing demand for energy may create an energy crisis in 
the near future. Furthermore, concerns on global warming due to carbon dioxide release have 
further complicated the energy sustainability issue because of carbon dioxide generated from 
combustion of fossil fuels. The interrelated issue of energy security and global warming has 
attracted significant attention from research community to seek for sustainable energy solutions 
to these major issues. To reduce the reliance on crude oil, production of energy and solvents 
from fermentation broths is a promising approach. 
 
Biofuels produced from lignocelluloses may contribute less to carbon dioxide generation 
compared to fossil fuels and do not compete with human food consumption [7]. They have 
attracted significant attention from researchers and industries for efficient bio-fuels production 
and energy-saving downstream processing technologies. Among biofuels, bio-alcohols such as 
bio-ethanol and more recently, bio-butanol have been identified as possible alternatives to 
gasoline [8].
 
Acetone-butanol-ethanol (ABE) fermentation process is the dominant process for 
the production of bio-butanol. These fermentation broths contain acetone, n-butanol and ethanol 
with a ratio of 3:6:1. ABE fermentation became one of the first industrial fermentation process 
for producing mainly acetone and n-butanol by the Weizmann process in the early twentieth 
century [9]. The rapid decline of ABE process during 1950s was mainly attributed to the lower 
cost of solvent produced from petrochemical route. Ironically, the depletion of crude oil and 
global warming may see the revival of ABE process for the production of biofuels and solvents. 
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A typical ABE fermentation process to produce biofuels and solvents is shown in Fig.1.2. 
Biomass first goes through a pretreatment process to release sugar as the raw material for 
fermentor where bacterium strains such as Clostridium acetobutylicum convert sugar to biofuels 
and other chemicals. The fermentation products are mainly comprised of a dilute amount (< 2 
wt%) of alcohols and chemicals in water and gases such as hydrogen and carbon dioxide. The 
aqueous phase contains alcohols and solvents such as acetone, n-butanol, ethanol and other 
minor components. Minor components in traces of amount are acetic acid, butyric acid and 
phenolic compounds. Hence, purification process is required to obtain high purity of alcohols 
and solvents for industrial applications. Since the concentration of the biofuels and solvents in 
fermentation broths is very dilute and multiple components are involved, the purification cost 
may be too high and challenges the feasibility of such fermentation process. The purification 
















Fig.1.2 An overview of acetone-butanol-ethanol fermentation and purification process. 
 
1.3 Separation processes for fermentation process 
The purification of alcohols and solvents from fermentation broths can be achieved by a 
combination of various technologies such as distillation, gas stripping, liquid-liquid extraction, 
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adsorption and membrane based separation processes. Generally, the purification of ABE can be 
categorized into two stages, a recovery stage and a dehydration stage. The recovery stage is to 
concentrate the dilute solvents in fermentation broths to a higher concentration (~50 wt% by 
distillation) while the dehydration stage is to further remove water from the concentrated 
solvents to fuel grade (>99.5 wt%) or high purity solvents.  
 
The most dominant separation process for ABE purification before the phase out of ABE 
fermentation used to be distillation. The separation of ABE from water is based on VLE 
properties of the solvents and water, where ABE having higher concentration in the vapor phase 
than in the liquid phase. The VLE curves of the binary mixtures of ABE and water are shown in 






































































































Fig. 1.3 Vapor-liquid equilibrium curves of a) acetone/water, b) n-butanol/water and c) 
ethanol/water binary mixture at atmospheric pressure. 




At lower concentrations of the solvents in the feed solutions, distillation columns are effective in 
concentrating the solvents. However, the recovery of bio-alcohols and solvents from 
fermentation broths is energy-intensive due to dilute concentration of biofuels and solvents. It 
has been reported the amount of energy required to purify n-butanol from a fermentation broth 
containing 1.3 g/L of n-butanol is about 28 MJ/kg by distillation alone [11]. As such, there is not 
much gain of energy to separate n-butanol from ABE process with distillation only because the 
heat of combustion of n-butanol is 36.2 MJ/kg. At higher concentrations of acetone and ethanol 
in the feed solutions, the VLE turns less favorable for distillation process as either more or 
infinite stages are required to concentrate acetone and ethanol in the vapor phase. As a result, 
more energy consumption is required and makes the distillation process less efficient. In order to 
separate the multi-components of the ABE system, five distillation columns [12] are required as 
shown in Fig. 1.4. The beer column serves as the recovery stage while further purification of 
ABE is achieved through the subsequent columns. As two liquid phases exist at n-butnaol-water 
system with the upper phase having 79.9 wt% n-butanol and the lower phase containing 7.7 wt% 
n-butanol, two columns and a decanter are required to purify n-butanol. 
   























Static mixer  
Fig. 1.4 A typical distillation process for the purification of ABE fermentation broths 
 
The current separation process cost accounts for 60-80% of the bio-fuel processing cost
 
[13] and 
is mainly attributed to dilute concentration of bio-alcohols in fermentation broths and poor 
efficiency of distillation processes. Since water is the main energy carrier, boiling and 
condensing of water in the case of distillation process to separate water from the biofuels and 
solvents requires large energy inputs. A few main alternative technologies for the recovery of 
biofuels, like adsorption [12, 14], gas stripping [15, 16], liquid-liquid extraction [17, 18] and 
pervaproation [19, 20] have been explored. The adsorption and desorption of the biofuels has 
been studied using hydrophobic zeolites such as silicalite-1 and activated carbon [12]. Gas 
stripping is a process, where inert gases are purged into fermentation broths to entrain solvents 
and then is cooled down to remove the solvents. Liquid-liquid extraction makes use of 
extractants such as oleyl alcohol and n-decanol for removing alcohols from fermentation broths. 
The solvent-rich extractants need to be regenerated before being reused. Different from 
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pervaporation, all the other alternative technologies require the regeneration of their 
solvent-carrying mediums. The key issue for pervaporation recovery process is the long-term 
stability of the recovery membranes in real fermentation broth [21, 22], probably due to fouling, 
which needs to be addressed by the membrane research community.  
 
The main alternative technologies for dehydration of biofuels are adsorption and membrane 
based processes [23, 24]. Molecular sieves with the pore size suitable only for water to adsorb 
are used for removing water and are employed at the downstream of a distillation process for 
producing anhydrous biofuels or solvents. Membrane based processes have been identified as a 
lower cost technology to be employed compared to distillation [25]. As per Vane’s study on 
energy comparison, the distillation process for the dehydration of n-butanol consumes 50% more 
than membrane based process even though the heteroazeotrope of n-butanol-water (55 wt% 
n-butanol) is not as challenging for distillation compared to ethanol-water azeotrope (95 wt%). 
Membrane based separation process such as pervaporation is more energy efficient because it 
only allows one of the components in a feed mixture to permeate selectively and is not limited 
by VLE constraint.  
 
1.4. Hybrid system of membrane and distillation for purification of biofuels 
Significant potential of energy reduction can be achieved by developing integrated separation 
processes including membrane based process and distillation process for purification of biofuels 
and solvents [19, 26-28]. Because membrane based process is more efficient in removing the 
minor components from any feed solution, it is therefore possible to be integrated with 
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distillation processes to take advantage of existing infrastructure. Besides combining recovery 
membranes with distillation for ABE purification process [19, 20], dehydration membranes can 
also be employed in the ABE purification process as shown in Fig. 1.5. Recovery membranes 
may be employed to pre-concentrate n-butanol and other organics from fermentation broth 
before sending to distillation columns for further purification of the multi-components in the 
feed. By taking advantage of phase separation characteristics of n-butanol (Fig. 1.3), a 
dehydration membrane can be used to replace an n-butanol dehydration column. Similar to the 
hybrid system of distillation and vapor permeation process for bioethanol production [23], 
dehydration membranes can also be applied for ethanol dehydration. Distillation columns are 
applied to separate those mixtures with favorable VLE, while membranes are employed to 
recover solvents from fermentation broth and remove water from the system.  
 
High performance pervaporation membranes are critical for the application of the membrane 
processes. As the membranes will be exposed to harsh feed conditions such as acetone at high 
temperature, the long term stability of the membranes must be considered. Current commercially 
available dehydration membranes are made of hydrophilic materials such as polyvinyl alcohol 
(PVA) membranes or NaA zeolite membranes [3]. PVA membranes are not suitable for the feed 
containing high water concentrations and may disintegrate over time especially under high 
temperature. 






























Fig. 1.5 Schematic diagram of the integration of membrane and distillation processes. 
 
The inorganic membranes such as zeolite membranes have good separation performance with 
superior thermal and chemical stability. But the cost of such membranes and its complicated 
fabrication limit the increase in production scale. In this thesis, the development of robust 
polymeric membranes in order to overcome the aforementioned low chemical and thermal 
resistance with aromatic polymer is explored. Aromatic polymers such as polybenzimidazole 
(PBI), a class of heterocyclic amorphous polymer with high Tg of 425-435 
o
C and highly 
cross-linked polyamide are employed to develop the membranes. A detailed literature review on 
existing membranes for pervaproation dehydration will be carried out in Chapter 2. In summary, 
there is an urgent need to develop high performance polymeric membranes with long term 
stability for purification of biofuels and solvents.  
 
1.5 Research objectives and thesis organization 
The research comprises the development of pervaporation dehydration membranes based on 
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polybenzimidazole (PBI) and polyamide, and the study on the swelling characteristics of PBI 
membranes for purification of alcohols and solvents from fermentation broth. The thesis also 
explores the combination of inorganic particles and polymers to further improve the separation 
properties of the developed membranes. Zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs), a sub-class of 
MOFs, are used as fillers to improve membrane performance particularly the permeability. 
Therefore, the aims are to develop and investigate membranes with high thermal stability and 
chemical resistance for pervaporation dehydration of acetone, n-butanol and ethanol. The 
followings are the research objectives: 
1) Study PBI/ZIF-8 mixed matrix membranes for enhancement of PBI pervaporation separation 
of ABE fermentation products; 
2) Investigate the fundamental sorption and swelling characteristics of PBI and PBI/ZIF-8 
membranes when exposed to ABE fermentation products; 
3) Fabricate PBI/P84 dual-layer hollow fiber membranes for pervaproration dehydration of 
acetone; 
4) Study the stability of PBI/P84 dual-layer hollow fiber membranes before and after various 
chemical modifications; 
5) Develop ultra-thin polyamide membranes by interfacial polymerization on the ceramic 
substrate for pervaporation dehydration applications. 
 
This dissertation comprises eight chapters. Chapter one provides an introduction of this 
dissertation including a brief introduction of the biofuels from ABE fermentation broth, 
separation processes of the biofuels, pervaporation and the hybrid system of membrane based 
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process and distillation. 
 
Chapter two gives the background and theory on pervaporation separation. The transport 
mechanism is reviewed. In addition, some fundamental concepts are highlighted including the 
solubility parameter, free volume, evaluation of pervaporation performance and engineering 
principles for membrane selection, fabrication and modification. A comprehensive review on the 
current technologies for dehydration membranes is also carried out. 
 
Chapter three describes the experimental techniques used in the entire research progress. The 
materials, membrane preparation procedures, pervaporation experiments and membrane 
characterization are presented in details. 
 
Chapter four presents PBI/ZIF-8 mixed matrix membranes for pervaporation dehydration of 
alcohols. Nano-sized ZIF-8 particles were incorporated into the PBI polymeric matrix to 
improve the permeability of PBI membranes. Vapor sorption of n-butanol and water in the PBI 
and PBI/ZIF-8 membranes were studied to find out the change in sorption and diffusivity 
properties after incorporation of ZIF-8 in PBI membranes. 
 
Chapter five presents a fundamental study on pervaporation transport, sorption and correlation 
with free volume measured by positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) for PBI/ZIF-8 
nanocomposite membranes. Vapor sorption and swelling of a series of alcohols and water in the 
membranes were studied. The change in free volume of wet and dry PBI and PBI/ZIF-8 
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membranes in the solvents were studied by PAS and correlated with pervaporation performance 
for dehydration of the various alcohols. 
 
Chapter six discusses the pervaporation performance of PBI/P84 hollow fiber membranes with 
and without cross-linking for dehydration of acetone. Thermal and chemical cross-linking 
methods on PBI membranes were compared. Positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy was 
employed to reveal the free volume properties of the cross-linked membranes. The basic 
sorption properties of PBI and P84 in acetone and water were also studied and compared. 
 
Chapter seven investigates thin film composite (TFC) membranes on ceramic substrates for 
pervaporation dehydration of isopropanol (IPA) by using interfacial polymerization (IP) of 
m-phenylenediamine (MPD) and trymesoylchoride (TMC) to create ultra-thin polyamide films 
as selective layers. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) was employed to seal defects on ceramic TFC 
membranes and significantly improved the pervaporation performance. PAS analyses were 
employed to determine the various layer thicknesses of the developed membranes. The 
developed membranes were also tested for five days to evaluate its stability. 
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THEORY AND BACKGROUND  
2.1 Fundamentals of pervaporation 
The transport of a real pervaporation process involving multiple feed components is complicated 
and is very difficult to be described mathematically. The permeation of feed components such as 
organic and water through a pervaporation membrane involves the interaction of the components 
with the membrane and the subsequent diffusion of the components through the membrane, 
which involves thermodynamics and kinetics respectively. The interactions of different feed 
components also contributes to the coupled transport [1]whereas the components may swell the 
membrane. The swelling then changes the structure of the membrane, and subsequently 






Fig. 2.1 Solution diffusion model for pervaporation process. 
 
2.1.1Transport mechanism 
The most accepted pervaporation transport mechanism is solution diffusion model [1].
 
As shown 
in Fig. 2.1, permeants adsorb in, diffuse through and desorbs from the membrane. The transport 
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                (2.1) 
Where Ji is the flux, Di is the diffusion coefficient and 
idC
dx
  is the concentration gradient for 












               (2.2) 
where l is the membrane thickness and Di is the mean, constant diffusion coefficient of the 
permeate in the membrane. The concentrations of component i at the feed and permeate 




i(m) are directly proportional to the partial pressures of 
the permeant, Pi, in the adjacent fluids shown in the following equations: 
( )
f f
i m i iC S P                   (2.3) 
( )
p p
i m i iC S P                   (2.4) 
where Si is the partition coefficient between component i specie in the membrane and the feed, 
having no kinetics limitation to sorption. Equation (2.2) then yields: 
'
i
( )f pi i iiD S P PJ
l

                  (2.5) 











                  (2.6) 
Equation (2.6) cannot be directly used to predict the separation performance of a binary mixture 
even if the permeability of a single component and other parameters are known. The difficulties 
in predicting the actual transport of multiple feed components through a membrane lies in the 
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changing solubility and diffusivity with different feed compositions. With the assumption that 
diffusivities of the binary components are only related to the concentrations of the feed 
compositions, transport equations for binary feed compositions has been derived by Brun et al 
[4]. The equations can be applied for pervaporation membranes with moderate degree of 
swelling:  
1( ) (exp(( ) ) 1)oi i jj ij ii ji iJ D A A A A C
          (2.7) 
1( ) (exp(( ) ) 1)oj j ii ji jj ij iJ D A A A A C
          (2.8) 





the diffusivity when concentration of i and j at infinite dilution. The permeation rate of each 
component can be obtained provided the six parameters are known but there is no much physical 
meaning to the parameters. 
 
2.1.2 Solubility 
Based on the solution diffusion model, membrane selectivity is a product of solubility selectivity 
and diffusivity selectivity. For a homogeneous membrane, the permeability of the membrane 
may be simply expressed as the following equation: 
i i iP S D                 (2.9) 
The equilibrium sorption of a pure liquid in a polymeric membrane can be derived from 
Flory-Huggins thermodynamics [1, 3, 5]: 
2ln ln(1 ) (1 1/ ) 0i i p p i ip pa n
RT

   

           (2.10) 
where ai is the chemical potential in the membrane, ni is the molar ratio of the polymer and 
component i, p is the volume fraction of polymer and ip  is the interaction parameter of 
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component i and polymer. ip is obtained through sorption experiments. The swelling ratio of the 
polymer is obtained from 1 p . Complicated case of binary mixture sorption in the membrane 
may also be obtained and applied to predict concentration profile in a membrane [3].  
 
Solubility of the penetrant in the membrane is also closely related to the theory of solubility 
parameter [6].
 
The solubility parameter is a parameter to evaluate the interaction between 
materials and has become an important parameter to understand the membrane-penetrant 
interaction. The commonly applied equation to calculate the Hilderbrand solubility parameter is 
defined as follows [7]: 
1/ 2( / )E V                 (2.11) 
where ΔE is the heat of vaporization (J/mol) and V is the molar volume. 
Since the heat of vaporization can be divided into three components, viz, dispersion forces, polar 
forces and hydrogen bonding forces. The solubility parameter can be calculated according to the 
following equation: 
2 2 2 2
d p h                   (2.12) 
By applying additivity rule, the overall solubility parameter of a material can be obtained from 
the structural component of a compound. As a general rule, the closer the solubility parameter of 
a membrane material and a solute implies the more preferential sorption between the solute and 
the membrane.  
 
Currently, no theory can directly predict the solubility of a liquid in a membrane. The exact 
solubility data of a membrane is mostly obtained from sorption experiments. The solubility, S, is 
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expressed as volume of vapor sorbed in volume of membrane normalized with vapor pressure 









The estimation of diffusivity is difficult because of the swelling of a pervaporation membrane by 
a feed solution. It has been proposed that the diffusivity in the membrane varies with a changing 
feed composition with an exponential relationship of the diffusivity and the feed components [3, 
4, 8, 9].  
exp( )oi i i i j jD D C C              (2.13) 
where i and j  are the plasticization constants. The larger the plasticization constant, the 
smaller amount of component i is required to swell up the membrane. The increase in diffusivity 
in a swelled membrane can be explained by free volume theory developed by Fujita [10]. 
Diffusivity of a permeant in the membrane is closely related to fractional free volume (FFV) of 
polymer which is defined as follows: 
FFV =Vf / Vsp.               (2.14) 
where Vf,, the free volume, is the difference between the specific volume,  Vsp, and Vw, the 
occupied volume of a polymer. Fujita proposed that the diffusivity of small molecules in 
polymeric films is inversely related to the fraction free volume of the polymeric-solvent system. 
exp( / )dynD AT B ffv             (2.15) 
where A and B are constants of the polymer-solvent system and T is the absolute temperature. 
The dynffv , the fractional free volume of the polymer solvent system, is calculated as follows: 
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( )dyn g gffv ffv T T               (2.16) 
where ffvg is the fractional free volume of the dry polymer at Tg, T is a temperature (
o
C), α is the 
thermal expansion coefficient, β is the parameter related to the contribution of the diffusing 
molecules to the increase on the free volume of the system, and Ф is the volume fraction of the 
diffusing molecules in the amorphous phase of the polymer. After incorporating the composition 
dependence of the diffusivity, the diffusivity in a membrane that is swelled by diffusing 
molecules, may be described as per the following equation [11]:  
* *




    
   
 
       (2.17) 
where Ea is the diffusion activation energy, 
*
iV the specific critical free volume for diffusive 
jump for component i, R the universal gas constant, T the absolute temperature, γ is an overlap 




2V . From equations 2.15 to 2.17, the free 
volume of the polymer solvent system is essential to determine diffusivity of a diffusing 
component in the membrane. 
 
The FFV of a polymer can be calculated based on Bondi’s method [12] or derived from positron 
annihilation spectroscopy (PAS). The occupied volume, Vocc =1.3Vw,where Vw, the van der 
wall’s volume, of a polymer’s repeat units can be calculated by increments of group 
contributions. While Bondi’s method is a popular method for the calculation of free volume, it 
can only serve as a rough estimate [13].   
 
A more sophisticated method to obtain FFV is by PAS. The spectroscopy monitors positronium 
annihilation γ ray properties which are related to the materials properties studied. A well 
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established relationship, Tao model, is used to obtain free volume radius from the lifetime of 

































      (2.18) 
Here, τ3 indicates the lifetime of o-Ps, R is the free volume radius and Ro is the electron layer 
thickness, which is set to 1.66 Å. The FFV estimated from PAS is based on 
Williams-Landel-Ferrry (WLF) equation and given as per the following equation [15]:  
vfIFFV 30018.0(%)              (2.19) 
where fv =(4/3)πR3 is the average of the o-Ps hole size and I3 is the o-Ps intensity.  
 
2.2 Evaluation of pervaporation membranes 
The performance of a pervaporation process for the separation of a binary liquid mixture is 
characterized by two parameters, the permeate flux J and the separation factor. Flux J can be 





                 (2.20) 
where Q is the total mass of the permeate over time t and A is the membrane area. Separation 






                      (2.21) 
where x, y are the weight fractions of the components in the feed and the permeate, respectively 
and the subscripts refer to the component a and b. 
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To find out the intrinsic separation performance of a pervaporation membrane, permeance and 
selectivity are normalized by driving forces which are the differences between the partial vapor 
pressures of the components at the upstream and downstream of the membrane. The partial 
vapor pressure (fugacity) of each component on the feed side can be calculated based on its 
concentration in the feed liquid mixture:  
sat
iii
f PxP 'i                         (2.22) 
where xi is the mole fraction, i  is the activity coefficient and i
satP  is the vapor pressure of 
component i in the feed. Combine equation (2.6) and (2.22) and apply Dalton’s law to derive 













              (2.23) 
where Pi is the membrane permeability, a product of diffusivity and solubility coefficients, l is 
the membrane thickness, yi is the permeate mole fraction and P
p
 is the total permeate pressure. 
The term
l














             (2.24) 
The membrane selectivity is defined as the ratio of the permeability coefficients or the 
permeances of two components. By substituting in Equation (2.9), the selectivity is a 







   
             (2.25) 
subscripts a and b refer to the two components in the binary system. 
 
2.3 Pervaporation membrane preparation 
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2.3.1 Membrane types 
The polymeric membranes can be categorized into dense, asymmetric and composite 
membranes as shown in Fig 2.2. A dense membrane is made of a single material with a 
homogeneous structure which is obtained by solvent evaporation method. It is widely used to 
study the intrinsic performance of the material. An asymmetric membrane was first proposed by 
Loeb and Sourirajan [16] by non-solvent phase inversion method. The non-solvent phase 
inversion method produces a thin selective layer which greatly increases the permeability of the 
membrane, making the application of the membrane based process as a serious alternative for 
traditional separation processes. A composite membrane is made of different type of materials 
with multi-layers. The top layer is generally the selective layer while the bottom layer provides 
mechanical support. This type of configuration gives greater freedom to engineer high 








Fig. 2.2 Polymeric membranes classified by morphology: a) Dense, b) Asymmetric, c) 
Composite membranes. 
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2.3.2 Preparation of composite membranes 
The top selective layer for the composite membranes can be prepared by casting, dip coating, 
interfacial polymerization and photo-grafting and spinning etc. on a porous support [17]. Several 
criteria to preparation of a functional top selective layer on the support are: 1) Compatibility of 
the two different materials employed so there is no delamination; 2) The solvent for the top layer 
must not damage the substrate; 3) Minimum intrusion between the top functional layers into the 
support to minimize substrate resistance. For hollow fiber spinning, it is possible to obtain 
composite hollow fiber membranes by dual layer hollow fiber spinneret in just one step through 
phase inversion. Different materials may be co-extruded through the inner and outer channels 
and precipitate in a non-solvent bath. Material compatibility and spinning conditions are critical 
to obtain high performance dual-layer hollow membranes for pervaproation applications. 
 
2.4 A review of pervaporation dehydration membranes 
The dehydration membranes can be classified as polymeric, inorganic and hybrid composite 
membranes according to the materials of the membranes. Polymeric membranes are under 
extensive study because of their low cost and high processibility compared to inorganic 
membranes. On the other hand inorganic membranes are excellent in chemical, thermal stability 
and mechanical integrity. The hybrid membranes are a combination of the polymeric and the 
inorganic membranes in order to enhance the performance of polymeric membranes. The 
performance of pervaporation dehydration membranes have been comprehensively reviewed by 
Shao and Huang [18] and Chapman et al.[19], the review here will mainly focus on some recent 
developments. 
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2.4.1 Polymeric membranes 
The pervaporation dehydration membranes can be separated into two main categories according 
to the hydrophilicity. The highly hydrophilic membranes are made of polyvinylalcohol (PVA) or 
chitosan which are typically cross-linked to enhance their stability in pervaporation feed 
conditions. The commercially available PVA membranes (originally made by GFT) have very 
high selectivity towards water with reasonably high flux and were employed for dehydration of 
ethanol in the first industrial application for pervaporation in 1988 [18]. Since then, more than 
100 pervaporation units are in operation around the world [20]. However, PVA based 
membranes are not stable with high feed water content especially under high temperature and 
may disintegrate over time [21]. Higher feed water content will induce significant swelling on 
the membranes and the selectivity for water decreases drastically. Hence, the applications of 
such highly hydrophilic membranes may be limited to the low feed water environment at low 
temperature.  
 
In the search of alternative dehydration membranes, the developments have been mainly focused 
on membranes suitable for harsh feed environments besides high performance and a summary of 
the separation performance of the alternative polymeric membranes published recently are 
shown in Table 2.1. As the membrane performance reported in the literature is under widely 
different conditions, the operating conditions are also presented. For fair comparison, Equations 
2.22 to 2.25 can be used to normalize the driving force. Polyimide membranes with high thermal 
stability have been explored as a possible alternative to PVA dehydration membranes. The 
commercially available polyimide membranes, made by Ube, have been reported for 
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dehydration of ethanol with promising performance [22]. Commercially available polyimides 
such as P84®, Matrimid® and Torlon® have also been studied recently for pervaporation 
dehydration applications [11, 23-25]. However, long term performance of membranes made of 
polyimides have revealed a possibility of hydrolysis of the materials and resulted in deterioration 
of separation performance over time [26]. Polybenzimidazole (PBI) membranes, with high 
thermal and chemical stability, have been studied as pervaporation dehydration applications [27, 
28]. But the flux of PBI membranes is relatively low due to strong intermolecular interaction 
through hydrogen bonding. In order to make the performance of PBI membranes suitable for 
commercial application, significant enhancement of the flux is essential. 
 
More recently, pervaporation membranes based on amorphous perfluoro polymers [21], have 
been developed by Membrane Technology and Research inc for dehydration of alcohols at high 
temperature. The amorphous perfluoro polymers are co-polymers of tetrafluoroethylene and 
2,2,4-trifluoro-5-trifluorometoxy-1,3-dioxole, known commercially as HYFLON
®
 AD. The 
Hyflon membranes are known to possess excellent chemical resistance which has been reported 
to dehydrate aprotic solvents such as N,N-dimethylacetamide [29]. The major disadvantage of 
the membranes is perhaps the relatively lower thermal stability since Tg of Hyflon is only 130 
o
C 
[30]. Other research efforts try to improve separation performance particularly flux with the 
approach of polyelectrolytes [31, 32] and thin film composite (TFC) membranes [10]. However, 
the stability of polyelectrolytes in high feed water environment is a major concern since the 
ionic bonding between positively charged and negatively charged polyelectrolytes may be 
significantly weakened by hydrogen bonding between water and the polyelectrolytes. Thanks to 
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the ultra-thin selective layer by interfacial polymerization (IP), pervaporation flux more than 1 
kg/m
2
-h even at just 25 
o
C can be achieved for dehydration of alcohols [10]. Even though TFC 
membranes created from the IP of polyfunctional amine and polyfunctional acyl chloride may 
not be suitable for very high temperature applications, it may find niche applications where it 
can deliver very high flux at moderate temperature.  
 
















95 ~1.2 1000 [26] 
Matrimid IPA/water 
(85/15) 
80 1.8 132 [24] 
Torlon IPA/water 
(85/15) 
60 0.765 1944 [23] 
PBI Ethylene glycol/water 
(64/36) 
60 0.732 303 [27] 














25 ~1.75 ~600 [33] 
Polyelectrolytes Isopropanol/water 
(90/10) 
50 1.18 1013 [31] 
Polyelectrolytes 
(Symplex GKSS) 





80 ~1.2 ~750 [34] 
 
2.4.2 Inorganic membranes  
The separation of a mixture by inorganic membrane is achieved based on the different molecular 
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sizes of the feed mixture. Several types of inorganic membranes have been explored for the 
dehydration applications, including zeolites membranes [35], carbon [36, 37], silica [38] and 
grapheme oxide [39]. NaA zeolites and silica membranes have been commercialized [40], while 
other types of inorganic membranes are still at the research stage. A first industrial plant with 
NaA zeolites was built in 2001 for ethanol dehydration by Mitsui Engineering and Shipbuilding 
Co.. The inorganic membranes have some advantages over polymeric membrane as following.  
o The rigid structure of inorganic materials resist swelling by pervaporation feed mixture.  
o Inorganic membranes generally have high flux because of high porosity of the materials. 
o Thermal and chemical stability of inorganic membranes are superior compared to 
polymeric membranes. 
A summary of the separation performance of the inorganic membranes are listed in Table 2.2. 
The inorganic membranes possess high flux which is several times of polymeric membranes. 
Among the inorganic membranes, the performance of NaA zeolite is still the best because of its 
high hydrophilicity and a pore size of 0.41 Å [40]. Carbon membranes from polymeric 
precursors have also been attempted for pervaproation dehydration applications with some 
promising outcome. More recently, another type of carbon membrane, graphene oxide, has been 
reported for vapor permeation with ultra-high water permeability but with almost no permeation 
to organic vapor [37]. This is a highly interesting phenomenon and may have potential 
applications for pervaporation dehydration of organics. But the actual performance for 
pervaporation dehydration of organics is still yet to be experimentally proven for actual 
pervaporation conditions.  
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NaA Zeolite Ethanol/water 
(90/10) 
75 2.15 >10,000 [35] 
NaA Zeolite Ethanol/water 
(90/10) 
75 4.0 >10,000 [41] 
Carbon IPA/water 
(90/10) 
60 1.0 >10,000 [37] 
Carbon Ethanol/water 
(50/50) 





60 3.5 144 [38] 
Zeolite X Ethanol/water 
(90/10) 
65 3.37 296 [42] 
Mordenite/ZSM-5 IPA/water 
(50/50) 





150 7~3* 350~1000* [44] 
Note:*Separation performance changes with time during long term testing, high flux but low separation factor at 
beginning. 
 
2.4.3 Mixed matrix membranes 
In order to combine the advantages of inorganic membranes and polymeric membranes, the 
notion of mixed matrix membranes (MMMs) was first proposed by Kulprathipanja et al. in 1988 
[45]. Homogeneous dispersion of inorganic particles in the polymeric matrix is challenging 
because agglomeration of the inorganic fillers creates defects in the membranes, resulting in a 
decrease in selectivity. To circumvent the incompatibility of the polymeric phases and inorganic 
phase, several approaches have improved the dispersion of particles: 1) Inorganic fillers are 
modified with coupling agents to covalently bond the two phases [46, 47]. 2) Coat the inorganic 
fillers with a thin polymeric layer [48] 3) Hybrid particle such as polyhedral oligomeric 
silsesquioxane (POSS) [49], metal organic frameworks (MOFs) [50, 51], which contain both 
organic and inorganic components for better compatibility with the polymeric matrix. MOF is 
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very versatile with tunability of the pore structures Among these approaches, the incorporation 
of hybrid particles especially MOFs is a simple yet promising approach because MOFs have 
very high porosity and can be compatible with polymeric matrix.  
 
Since the proposal of MMMs concept, many inorganic fillers including zeolites [52, 53], 
multiwall carbon nano-tubes (MWCNT) [54, 55], silica [55, 56] and grapheme oxide (GO) [57] 
have been incorporated into polymeric matrix for enhancement of pervporation dehydration 
performance. Table 2.3 shows the separation performance data. The effect of the inorganic fillers 
on MMMs is not straightforward as some studies report a trade off of flux and separation factor 
while others report both enhancement of flux and separation factor. The various enhancements 
may be attributed to the fillers, the interfacial voids between fillers and the rigidification of 
polymer chains by the fillers. On the one hand, increase in flux can be attributed to high 
hydrophilicity, high porosity and large pore size of the filler. On the other hand, increase in 
separation factor for water can be attributed to sieving effect of the fillers and rigidification of 
the polymer chains which reduces permeability. Generally, the interfacial voids lead to higher 
permeability but lower selectivity for water. Due to the opposite effects for enhancement of 
separation factor and flux, inorganic fillers with right pore sizes and good compatibility with the 
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PVA Zeolite T 0.5 15 
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0.29 20 Ethanol/water 
(90/10) 
30 0.560 ~80 0. 435 533 -22 566 [59] 
P84 
co-polyimide 
Zeolite 5A 3-4 20 
IPA/water 
(90/10) 
60 0.030 3000 0.0400 4200 33 40 [53] 
P84 
co-polyimide 
Zeolite 13X 2 40 
IPA/water 
(90/10) 












Silica 0.05 5 IPA/water 
(90/10) 
70 2.47 1144 2.1 2186 -17 91 [55] 
 
2.4.4 Conclusions of the literature review 
Based on the literature review, following points can be summarized regarding pervaporation 
dehydration membranes. 
1. Robust polymeric membranes need to be developed for harsh pervaporation feed conditions 
such as high temperature and high water concentration. 
2. Among the possible alternative dehydration membranes from literature, there is not a single 
membrane that is suitable for all conditions of the pervaporation dehydration process. Polyimide 
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membranes have the shortcoming of stability issue due to hydrolysis of the polymer whereas 
polybenzimidazole membranes need to be improved on flux whereas perfluoro polymeric and 
thin film polyamide membranes have limited thermal stability. 
3. The carbon based materials particularly graphene oxide may be promising materials for 
dehydration membranes and is still at its infancy stage. 
4. Metal organic frameworks are promising inorganic fillers for enhancement of polymeric 
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A linear polybenzimidazole (PBI), poly-2,2'-(m-phenylene)-5,5'-bibenzimidazole was used as 
the polymer matrix for preparing the PBI membranes. The PBI polymer powder, purchased from 
Hoechst Celanese Corporation, was used for preparing dense film. The PBI polymer solution 
was purchased from Hoechst Celanese Corporation, with a composition of PBI 25.6 wt.%, 
N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMAc) 72.4 wt.%, LiCl 2.0 wt.%. The PBI powder was dried in an 
oven at 120
 o
C under vacuum overnight before use, whereas the PBI polymer solution was used 
as received. The P84 copolyimide (BTDA-TDI/MDI, copolyimide of 80% 
3,3΄,4,D΄-benzophenone tetracarboxylic dianhydride+20% methylenediamine) was purchased 
from HP Polymer，Austria. P84 was dried in an oven at 120 oC under vacuum overnight before 








Fig.3.1 Chemical structures of (a) PBI and (b) P84 co-polyimide. 
 
3.1.2 Crosslinking agent 
(a)
(b)
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p-xylene dichloride was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, and used as received to chemically 
cross-link PBI. 
 
3.1.3 Ceramic tube 
The Inocep
®
 α-alumina tube M20 (outside diameter 3.7 mm, inside diameter 2.7 ± 0.1 mm, 
and average pore size 20 nm, supplied by Hyflux SIP Pte Ltd.) was utilized as the porous 
support for the fabrication of ceramic TFC membranes. 
 
3.1.4 Others 
Zinc nitrate hexahydrate (Zn(NO3)2·6H2O) (reagent grade, > 98%) and 2-methylimidazole 
(Hmim)  (98%) were ordered from Sigma-Aldrich. Hyperbranched polyethyleneimine (PEI, 
molecular weight 60,000 g/mol), dopamine hydrochloride, m-phenylenediamine (MPD) (> 99%) 
and trimesoyl chloride (TMC) (> 98%), were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich. For the IP process, 
TMC was dissolved in n-hexane (> 99%, Merck). The chemical structures of dopamine and PEI 
are shown in Fig 3.2. Sylgard
®
184 silicone elastomer and its curing agent were purchased from 




Fig.3.2 Chemical structures of (a) dopamine and (b) polyethyleneimine. 
 
N,N-Dimethylformamide (DMF) (reagent grade) was supplied by Fisher. 
1-Methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP), DMAc, methanol, ethanol, n-butanol and iso-propanol of all 
reagent grades were purchased from Merck. All the chemicals were used as received without 









Fig.3.3 Chemical structures ZIF-8(Zn: Solid tetrahedral, C:black; N: grey.). 
 
The dispersed ZIF-8 nanoparticles were synthesized at room temperature using the procedure 
described in a previous report [1]. In summary, DMF (900 ml) was added to a solid mixture of 
Zn(NO3)2·6H2O (3.27 g, 11.0 mmol) and Hmim (7.22 g, 88.0 mmol ). The resultant solution was 
stirred at room temperature for 18 hours. After that, the product was collected by centrifugation 
and then washed with DMF. After washing and 2nd centrifugation, the particles were 
re-dispersed in fresh DMF before use. The yield of ZIF-8 was ~50 % based on Zinc. Fig. 3.3 
shows the ZIF-8 structure from the [111] direction with the tetrahedral Zn sites in blue, and the 
N and C atoms in grey and black, respectively. H atoms and bonds have been removed for 
clarity.  
 
3.3 Membrane preparation 
3.3.1 Fabrication of dense films 
The PBI and P84 dense films were fabricated by using a 1.5 wt.% polymer solution in NMP. The 
solution was then poured into a casting ring placed on a silica wafer and dried in a vacuum oven at 





C for 12 hours. After naturally cooling down, the membranes were peeled off from silica 
wafers and further dried in a vacuum oven at 200 
°
C for 12 hours. The heating and cooling rate of 




. To remove the residue solvent in ZIF-8 pores, the membranes were 
solvent-exchanged with methanol for 48 hours and dried in a vacuum oven at 200 
°
C for 12 hours. 
 
3.3.2 Preparation of PBI/ZIF-8 mixed matrix membranes 
To prepare the membrane casting solution, PBI was first dissolved in NMP by stirring it for 48 
hours at 120 
°
C, followed by cooling down to room temperature and then filtered using 1 µm 
PTFE filters. ZIF-8 nanoparticles were separated by the centrifugation from the suspension in 
DMF and washed with DMF. The centrifugation and cleaning was repeated for three times. Then 
the particles were re-dispersed in NMP. The ZIF-8/NMP suspension was stirred and sonicated 
alternatively for 1/2 h for three times each, was then added into a PBI/NMP solution (1.5 wt%) 
followed by thoroughly stirring. The mixed matrix membrane was fabricated with the dense film 
protocol with a thickness of 50 ±15 µm. The ZIF-8 loading in the membrane was calculated as 
following formula: the actual particle weight in membrane was calculated from the residue 
weight of Zinc Oxide (ZnO), according to the stoichiometry relationship. The weight of ZnO 
was obtained by combusting the membrane in a thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) instrument 
under air atmosphere. 
particle weight
Particle loading wt% 100%
particle weight+polymer weight
 
   (3.1)
 
 
3.3.3 Fabrication of PBI/P84 dual-layer hollow fibers 
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Detailed description of single-layer and dual-layer hollow fiber spinning systems [2] is shown in 
Fig. 3.4. The polymer solutions were degassed for 24 hours before loading into a syringe pump 
(ISCO 1000), followed by overnight degassing again. A mixture of 90/10 (wt./wt. %) 
NMP/water was used as the bore fluid to make a porous inner surface in order to minimize the 
substructure resistance. Both dope fluid and bore fluid were filtered through 15 µm sintered 
metal filters before entering the dual-layer spinneret which is shown in Fig. 3.5. Since PBI is the 
outer selective layer, the PBI dope was pumped through the outer channel while P84 dope was 
pumped through the middle channel of the spinneret simultaneously. Then the polymer solutions 
and bore fluid were extruded by three ISCO syringe pumps through the spinneret at room 
temperature with an air gap of 2.5 cm and then immersed in a water coagulation bath. The 
as-spun hollow fibers were stored in tap water for 3 days to remove residual solvents with fresh 
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Fig. 3.4 A dual-layer hollow fiber spinning set up. 
 
Fig. 3.5 Pictures of a dual-layer hollow fiber spinneret. 
 
Table 3.1 Spinning conditions of hollow fiber membranes 
Spinning conditions   PBI/P84 dual-layer   PBI single-layer   P84 single-layer 
 Outer dope solution (wt.%) 
  PBI/DMAc/LiCl    
  (25.6/72.4/2.0) 
  PBI/DMAc/LiCl  
  (25.6/72.4/2.0) 
  P84/DMAc  
(25/75) 
 Outer dope flow rate (ml/min)   0.4   0.6   1.0 
 Inner dope solution   P84/DMAc (25/75)  --  -- 
 Inner dope flow rate (ml/min)   1.0  --  -- 
 Bore fluid flow rate (ml/min)   0.6   0.4   0.5 
 Take up speed (m/min)    4   2.7(free fall)   5.1(free fall) 
 Bore fluid composition (wt.%) NMP/Water(90/10) 
 Air gap (cm) 2.5 
 External coagulant Tap water (Room temperature) 
 
The as-spun hollow fiber membranes were solvent-exchanged by methanol and followed by 
hexane. Each solvent exchange repeated three times and each time was for 30 min, and then the 
hollow fibers were dried in air naturally. The pervaporation module was prepared by loading 1 
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or 2 pieces of hollow fibers membranes into a polypropylene module with an effective length of 
around 15 cm. Both ends were sealed by epoxy and cured for at least 24 hours at ambient 
temperature. Thermal treatment and chemical modification were carried out upon individual 
hollow fibers before module fabrication. 
 
3.3.4 Chemical and thermal treatment of PBI hollow fiber 
The thermal treatment of hollow fibers was carried out in a vacuum oven with a temperature 
increment rate of 0.6 
o
C/min from room temperature to the desired temperature, held there for 2 
h, and then cooled it down in ~4 h under vacuum. The chemical cross-linking modification was 
conducted by immersing the hollow fiber membranes in a p-xylene dichloride/methanol solution 
at 40 
o
C under agitation for the stipulated durations, followed by washing with fresh methanol. 
The hollow fibers were then dried in air naturally overnight or under further thermal treatment. 
Table 3.2 summarizes the post-treatment conditions of the membranes. 
 




methanol concentration (wt.%) 
Thermal treatment 
temperature (C) 
X2* 2% - 
X2-T150* 2% 150 
X2-T250* 2% 250 
X2-T300* 2% 300 
T-250 - 250 
T-300 - 300 
T-400 - 400 
T-450 - 450 
* Membranes were cross-linked for 2 hours.  




3.3.5 Fabrication of ceramic TFC membrane and module 
The ceramic tubes were cut into pieces with a length of ~15 cm. These pieces were 
ultrasonically washed in DIW for 20 min before further coating with polydopamine (PDA) or 
PEI. The dopamine coating solution (2 g/L) was prepared by dissolving dopamine-hydrochloride 
in tris-buffer at PH = 8.5. PEI was dissolved in DIW water to obtain a 10 g/L solution. Prior to 
the coating process, the ceramic tubes were wrapped with Teflon tape, in order to ensure that 
PDA or PEI solutions will only exclusively coat on the inner surface of the tubes. 
 
The PDA coating on ceramic tubes was conducted at ambient conditions for 24 h. On the other 
hand, the PEI coating was performed by dip coating the ceramic tube in the PEI solution for 1 
min. After dip coating, excess PEI solution was removed by blowing the tubes with air gun, and 
finally the tubes were dried in a vacuum oven at 100 °C for 10 min. The dip coating process was 
repeated once to ensure the formation of a PEI film on the inner surface of ceramic tubes. The 
PDA- and PEI-coated ceramic tubes were then used as substrates for formation of TFC 
membranes. 
 
The interfacial polymerization (IP) was carried out by firstly immersing PDA- and PEI-coated 
ceramic substrates in a 2 wt% MPD solution for 10 min, with the excess solution removed by 
blowing with air gun. Subsequently, these ceramic tubes were immersed in 0.1 wt% TMC 
solution for 2 min, and subjected to heat treatment at 65 °C for 10 min. The membranes after the 
IP process were designated as PDA-IP and PEI-IP. PDA-IP and PEI-IP ceramic membranes were 
then immersed in the PDMS/n-hexane (Sylgard
®
 184) solution for 3 min. n-Hexane was then 
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evaporated to form the PDMS layer which was cured for at least 24 h at ambient conditions 
before pervaporation experiments. The PDA-IP and PEI-IP coated with PDMS were designated 
as PDA-IP-PDMS and PEI-IP-PDMS, respectively. 
 
The prepared ceramic membranes were then potted into a stainless steel module comprising two 
tees and a tube for pervaporation tests. Each module consisted of one ceramic tube. Cotton wool 
was stuffed at the end of each module to improve sealing. Epoxy (KS Bond EP231, Bondtec) 
was then added to cure the ends of modules overnight. The effective fiber length in each module 




3.4 Sorption and swelling experiments 
3.4.1 Liquid sorption 
The strips of the dense films were dried under vacuum at 120 
o
C overnight to remove absorbed 
moisture. Then these pre-weighed dry membrane strips were immersed in DIW and pure acetone 
solutions at room temperature, respectively. The swollen samples were taken out at different 
time intervals, blotted between tissue papers, and then weighed in a closed container. The degree 
of sorption was calculated from the difference between the wet weight Mwet at the sorption 
equilibrium and the dry weight Mdry as follows: 





        (3.2) 
 
3.4.2 Vapor sorption 
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The vapor sorption of membranes was carried out at 35 
o
C in a quartz spring sorption set up built 
in our lab originated from the study of McDowell et al. [3]. The detailed schematic is shown in 
Fig. 3.6. The strips of the dense films with predetermined dimensions (thickness, width, and 
length) were dried under vacuum at 120 
o
C overnight to remove absorbed moisture. The dried 

































CV-check valve, to prevent back f low and 
contamination
PRV- pressure relief  valve for releasing 
excessive pressure
 
Fig. 3.6 The schematic of a vapor sorption system. 
 
were hung in a quartz spring in a vapor sorption chamber. The quartz spring from Deerslayer 
(Houston, TX) is non-rotating with a spring constant of 0.21 mg/mm and a max load of 50 mg. 
The sample chamber was then evacuated for several hours to completely remove any adsorbed 
moisture during the sample mounting step. Thereafter, a nitrogen/organic vapor mixture was 
generated at 30 
o
C in a temperature controlled chamber. A flow of ~20 cm
3
/min nitrogen was 
dispersed into a 2 L liquid vessel and the saturated organic vapor was stored in a 10 L vapor tank 
with a gauge pressure of 5 psi. The water vapor sample was analyzed by a Rhotronic Hygropalm 
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HP22 and the organic vapor sample was analyzed using a Hewlett-Packard gas chromatography 
(GC) 6890 with a HP-INNOWAX column (packed with cross-linked polyethylene glycol) and a 
thermal conductivity (TCD) detector. The organic vapor in the vapor tank was then equilibrated 
with the sorption chamber and the sorption process started. Meanwhile, the movement of the 
quartz spring was tracked by a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera, supplied by Basler (Pilot 
series: piA2400). The camera is monochrome, with a resolution (HxV) of 2456 x 2058 and the 
image information from the camera was acquired by VisionPro, software from Cognex. The 
sorption curve was then further analyzed to obtain vapor permeation properties of the membrane. 
The sorption uptake was calculated from the difference between the wet weight Mwet at the 
sorption equilibrium and the dry weight Mdry as per Equation 3.2. 
 
3.4.3 Swelling tests of membranes in liquid 
Membrane swelling tests were carried out at room temperature as follows. Dense membranes 
(>30 mm length) were vacuumed at room temperature to remove any absorbed moisture 
overnight. To prevent membranes from curling up during swelling, the membranes were always 
placed between two glass plates to help easy measurements. The membrane dimensions before 
immersing into water and alcohol bottles were measured by a caliper and then re-measured after 
taking out at fixed intervals to determine their swelling as a function of time and solvents.  
 
3.5 Pervaporation experiments 
3.5.1 Flat sheet membrane 
A static pervaporation cell [4], shown in Fig. 3.7, was used to test membrane performance at 60 
o
C unless otherwise specified. Temperature of the system was controlled through a heating tape 
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and temperature controller. An organic/water mixture of 85/15 wt/wt was used as the feed 
solution. At least two duplicate membranes were examined for each pervaporation condition. 
The system was stabilized for 2 h before the collection of samples. Thereafter, permeate samples 
were collected by a cold trap immersed in liquid nitrogen. The samples were weighted by a 
Mettler Toledo balance with an uncertainty of ±0.35 mg. Each sample was analyzed with two 
duplicate injections to obtain its composition by a Hewlett-Packard GC 7890 with a 
HP-INNOWAX column (packed with cross-linked polyethylene glycol) and a TCD detector. 
Finally, the data of flux and composition were averaged. The feed content varied less than 1 
wt% during the entire experiment and can be therefore considered as constant during the 












Fig. 3.7 The schematic of a static pervaporation testing system. 
 
3.5.2 Hollow fibers 
A laboratory scale pervaporation unit [5] was employed as shown Fig.3.8. A feed solution of 
organic/water (85/15 w/w) was used and the feed flow rate was maintained at 20 l/h for each 
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module. The permeate pressure was maintained < 2 mbar by a vacuum pump. Retentate and 
























Fig. 3.8 The schematic of a hollow fiber pervaporation testing system. 
 
3.6 Membrane characterization 
3.6.1 Field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) 
The membrane morphology was observed by using a JSM-6700F field emission scanning 
electron microscope (FESEM). Samples were prepared by fracturing membranes in liquid 
nitrogen then coated with platinum. 
 
3.6.2 Wide-angle X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
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Wide-angle X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements of the membranes were carried out by a 
Bruker X-ray diffractometer (Bruker D8 advanced diffractometer) at ambient temperature using 
the CuKα radiation wavelength (λ = 1.54 Å) at 40 kV and 30 mA. 
 
3.6.3 Differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) 
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) measurements were carried out by a PerkinElmer 
Pyris-1 differential scanning calorimeter from 50 
o
C to 500 
o





in N2 atmosphere. Two heat cycles of each membrane were performed to remove the thermal 
history and the glass transition temperature (Tg) was determined from the second cycle. 
 
3.6.4 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 
The ZIF-8 loading and thermal stability of each membrane were measured by TGA using a 





 to 800 
o
C under air atmosphere. 
 
3.6.5 Fourier transform infrared spectrometer 
ATR-FTIR (Attenuated Total Reflectance-Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy) analyses 
were performed using a Perkin–Elmer FTIR Spectrum 2000 with a resolution of 2 cm−1. The 
spectra were obtained with an average of 16 scans. 
 
3.6.6 Atomic force microscope (AFM) 
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To understand the roughness and topology of the surface of modified membranes, an atomic 
force microscope (AFM, Agilent Technology, USA) with the contact mode was employed. The 
mean roughness Rms was calculated based on the AFM measurement. 
 
3.6.7 Dynamic light scattering (DLS) 
The ZIF-8 particle size distribution in the liquid suspension was measured by means of dynamic 
light scattering (DLS) analysis at 20 
o
C using a Brookhaven 90Plus Particle Size Analyzer. The 
counting rates varied from 500 to 1000 kcps and each curve was an average of ten times of 
measurements. 
 
3.6.8 X-ray energy dispersive spectrometry (EDX) 
X-ray energy dispersive spectrometry (EDX) elemental mapping was taken using an Oxford 
INCA energy dispersion of X-ray system equipped with a super ultrathin window (SUTW) 
connected to a SEM JEOL JSM-5600LV operating at 15 kV. 
 
3.6.9 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)  
An X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (XPS, Kratos XPS System-AXIS His-165 Ultra) was 
utilized to measure the surface chemical compositions of the ceramic membranes.  
 
3.6.10 Capillary flow porometer 
The pore size distribution was determined using a 1500 AE Capillary Flow Porometer (Porous 
Materials Inc., USA). The membrane pores were filled by Galwick wetting liquid with a 
surface tension of 15.9 dynes cm
−1
. A membrane testing module is immersed in Galwick liquid 
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for at least 24 h to ensure completely wet before it was mounted in a testing chamber. Then 
nitrogen gas is introduced gradually to the chamber to desired pressure until a bubble point, 
which is defined as the point where the nitrogen pressure was sufficient to overcome the 
capillary force of the fluid within the pores. The mean pore sizes were then calculated at the 
flow pressure corresponding to the intersection of the wet flow and dry flow curves. Detailed 
procedures have been described elsewhere [6]. 
 
3.6.11 Positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) characterization 
The PAS experiments were carried out using a variable monoenergy beam (0-30 keV). An HP 
Ge detector (EG&G Ortec. with 35% efficiency and energy resolution of 1.5 keV at 511 keV 
peak) was used to measure the Doppler broadening energy spectra (DBES) with a counting rate 
of approximately 3400 cps. The S parameter, defined as a ratio of integrated counts between 
510.3 and 511.7 keV, to total counts after subtracting the background noise counts, measures the 
relative value of the low momentum part of positron electron annihilation. The S parameters of 
DBES were measured as a function of positron incident energy (mean depth) at ambient 
temperature. The total number of counts for each DBES was 1.0 million. The PAS was coupled 
with the slow positron beam to study positron annihilation lifetime of membrane samples. The 
resolution of positron annihilation lifetime was 450-800 ps for a counting rate of 100-500 cps 
with each lifetime spectrum contains 1 million counts. Ortho-Positronium (O-Ps) was formed 
when positron and electrons in polymeric local free volume holes annihilates and had a lifetime 
range between 2-4 ns. The o-Ps lifetime, τ3, was obtained by fitting PAS spectroscopy data into 
three lifetime components using the PATFIT program [7]. 
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The positron annihilation lifetime (PAL) spectra were recorded using a fast-fast coincident PAL 
spectrometer at our labs with a system channel width of 48.8 ps/channel. The samples were 
firstly measured in the dry state under vacuum. Then the samples were immersed in water, 
methanol and ethanol for a week and taken out with the aid of soft paper to wipe out excess 
water from their surface. For n-butanol, the samples were immersed for one month to ensure 
saturation. For each dense membrane sample, it was cut into many small pieces and divided into 
two equal stacks with a thickness of at least 500 micrometer. The positron source was quickly 
sandwiched between them followed by packing them as a sealed sample chamber saturated with 
water and then PAS measurements were performed. Each measurement was repeated twice to 
guarantee consistency and accuracy. The final value for each sample was the average of two 
measurements. The data were processed using PATFIT and MELT programs to analyze the 
ortho-positronium (o-Ps) lifetime and its distribution. As a result, the quantitative information on 
free volume properties such as size, distribution, and fractional free volume of the membrane 
can be obtained. The o-Ps lifetime was used to calculate the mean free volume radius based on 
an established semi-empirical correlation equation in a spherical infinite potential wall model as 
shown in Equation 2.18. Fractional free volume (FFV) can then be calculated according to 
Equation 2.19 based on the Williams-Landel-Ferrry (WLF) equation as it is proportional to the 
product of free volume size (Å
3
) and intensity. 
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POLYBENZIMIDAZOLE (PBI) / ZEOLITIC IMIDAZOLATE   
FRAMEWORKS (ZIF-8) MIXED MATRIX MEMBRANES FOR 
PERVAPORATION DEHYDRATION OF ALCOHOLS 
4.1 Introduction 
The depletion of fossil fuel, coupled with the persistent signs of global warming from the 
accumulation of carbon dioxide, has raised concerns over the issues like energy security and 
sustainability. One of the promising ways to harness sustainable energy is via the production of 
biofuels from celluloses due to its abundance and its lack of demand as a food source for 
humans [1]. Among the biofuels, bio-butanols have been identified as likely alternatives to 
substitute gasoline because of their characteristics of high energy and low vapor pressures [2].
  
 
Bio-alcohols can be purified by various separation processes like distillation, gas stripping, 
adsorption and membrane based separation processes. While distillation and adsorption process 
are the dominant industrial processes, they are energy intensive thereby incurring high operating 
costs. In comparison, membrane based separation processes such as pervaporation may be more 
energy efficient as it only requires moderate working conditions of temperature and pressure. 
The current operating cost of separation accounts for 60-80% of the entire bio-fuel processing 
cost [3] and this is mainly attributed to the dilute concentration of bio-alcohols in the 
fermentation broth, which contains only approximately 1-5 wt% bio-alcohols. Pervaporation has 
been identified as one of the most efficient separation technologies for purifying bio-alcohols 
with potential energy savings of up to 50% as compared to the distillation technology [4]. 
 
Critical to the pervaporation technology is the need to have high performance membranes. The 
desired membranes have to remain chemically and thermally stable in various feed compounds 
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and compositions even though the membranes interact closely with the feed. Membranes made 
of highly hydrophilic polymeric materials such as alginate, chitosan and PVA, have stability 
issues if the feed contains high water concentrations [5-6]. To overcome the stability issue, new 
membranes based on perfluoro polymers [5], and hybsi® organic and inorganic composite 
membrane [7], were reported to have promising performance for pervaproation dehydration. Our 
group has explored the use of PBI membranes for pervaporation dehydration of ethylene glycol 
and acetone, demonstrating very stable performances [8-9]. Although PBI is well known for its 
numerous good properties such as chemical and thermal resistance, the issues of brittleness, low 
flux or permeability for pervaporation and gas separations are its major drawbacks [8-11]. To 
enhance permeability and mechanical toughness, various chemical modifications, such as 
n-substitution [12], blending with another polymer [10], incorporating inorganic materials such 
as silica particles [13] and zeolitic imidazolate frameworks [14] have been proposed. Among 
these modification strategies, incorporation of inorganic materials and blending are the simplest 
and the most feasible approaches because they can be adopted and scaled up easily in the 
existing membrane manufacture process.  
 
The concept of mixed matrix membrane (MMM) was first proposed by Kulprathipanja et al [15] 
and many works thereafter had been dedicated to achieve the optimal combination of the 
inorganic particles and polymeric materials [16-19]. However, there are still some unresolved 
issues preventing one from realizing the full potential of MMMs. One of the most critical issues 
is the incompatibility between the inorganic and polymeric phases, consequently engendering a 
decrease in the selectivity of MMMs [20]. In the development of pervaporation MMMs for 
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dehydration applications, various inorganic fillers such as zeolites [21-25], carbon nanotubes [26] 
and magnesium oxide (MgO) [27] have been explored to enhance the pervaporation 
performance of polymeric membranes. Most of the studies have shown limited increase in flux 
which could be attributed to factors such as (i) low loadings of inorganic fillers in the polymeric 
matrix, (ii) chain rigidification and partial pore blocking, and (iii) low interfacial areas between 
the polymer and the porous fillers because of large inorganic fillers [28]. 
 
To alleviate the aforementioned issues, MMMs comprising metal organic frameworks (MOFs) 
have been proposed with some positive results. Compared to zeolites, MOFs proved to have 
better compatibility with the polymeric phase [29]. Zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs), a 
sub-class of MOFs, are created by linking transition metal cations like Zn(II) and imidazolate 
anions into tetrahedral frameworks with structures similar to many zeolites [30]. ZIFs have 
recently attracted significant attention due to their superior thermal and chemical stability [30], 
which in return make them an attractive option when selecting materials for applications like 
alkanes separation [31-33], storage of gases [34] and sensor application [35]. ZIF particles have 
also been explored as potential fillers for mixed matrix membranes which are most dominant in 
gas separation processes. Ordoñez et al. studied ZIF-8/Matrimid® MMMs for gas separation and 
found significant enhancement in separation performance with an increase in ZIF-8 loading [36]. 
Since then, many other ZIFs have been incorporated into various polymers like PBI [14], 
Polysulfone [37-38], Matrimid® [39] and poly(1,4-phenylene ether-ether-sulfone) [40]. Overall, 
almost all studies have reported improved permeability and some enhancements in selectivity 
for gas separation. More recently, Liu et al. studied ZIF-8/polymethylphenylsiloxane for 
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pervaporation recovery of butanol and reported a significant improvement in separation 
performance over the original polymer due to the enhanced adsorption selectivity [41].  
 
The study on mixed matrix membranes blended with ZIFs for pervaporation processes is still at 
its infancy, even though the molecular sieving properties of ZIFs may make them excellent 
fillers for polymeric membranes for pervaporation applications. ZIF-8, with a small aperture size 
of 3.4 Å and a relatively large cavity size of 11.6 Å [30], is chosen in this study because it 
possesses the right size for separating water and alcohols, and might also increase diffusivity of 
water molecules. However, the high hydrophobicity of the material may favor the sorption of 
alcohols, hence the effects of adding ZIF-8 for the pervaporation dehydration of alcohols 
remains unclear. As such, the objectives of the current study are to (i) investigate the 
morphology and structure of the PBI-ZIF-8 MMMs with various loadings of ZIF-8, (ii) study 
their pervaporation dehydration of alcohols, and (iii) examine the effect of feed temperature on 
pervaporation dehydration of n-butanol. In addition, vapor sorption of the newly developed 
membranes will be studied in parallel in order to determine the suitability and feasibility of 
PBI-ZIF-8 MMMs for pervaporation dehydration of alcohols. 
 
4.2 Results and discussion 
4.2.1 Preparation of PBI/ZIF-8 mixed matrix membranes and membrane morphology 
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Top surface Cross-section Zinc distribution
Cross-sectionTop surface
Scale bar:           100 nm 
Scale bar:           10 µm Scale bar:           10 µm 
Scale bar:           100 nm 




Scale bar:           1 µm  
Fig. 4.1 a) Photo and b) FESEM morphology and EDX of PBI/ZIF-8 (2:1) membrane. 
The PBI/ZIF-8 (2:1) dense membrane with a loading of 33.7 wt% ZIF-8 is fully transparent with 
good flexibility as shown in Fig. 4.1a. As illustrated Fig. 4.1b, the EDX mapping and the 
enlarged cross-section morphology show that zinc element and ZIF-8 particles are evenly 
distributed in the PBI polymeric matrix. There are no interfacial gaps observed between the 
polymeric phase and the particulate phase, indicating good compatibility of PBI and ZIF-8.  
Compared to MMMs of Matrimid® and ZIF-8 particles [34], a more homogeneous structure is 
observed. This could be attributed to several reasons. Primarily, both ZIF-8 and PBI contain 
imidazole functional groups which contribute to a good interface between the nano-particles and 
the polymeric phase. Secondly, the nano-particles dispersed are small in size and they remain in 
suspension in the dope solution before being casted to form membranes. The majority of ZIF-8 
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particles have diameters smaller than 50 nm as measured by dynamic light scattering (Fig. 4.2), 
while the presence of some relatively larger particles may be due to agglomeration when the test 
solution remains idle. Lastly, both the ZIF-8 suspension and PBI solution use the same solvent 
(i.e., NMP) and this facilitates the direct and homogenous mixing of as-synthesized ZIF-8 
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Fig. 4.3 TGA curve of the PBI/ZIF-8 (2:1) membrane. 
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Fig. 4.3 shows the thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) thermogram of a PBI/ZIF-8 membrane 
under air atmosphere. There are three stages of weight loss that can be observed.  The initial 
weight loss is due to the removal of adsorbed water when temperature is increased to ~100
 o
C. 
The second weight loss, starting at ~400 
o
C, indicates the onset of decomposition of ZIF-8, 
while the third weight loss, starting at ~550 
o
C, is due to the decomposition of PBI. After heating 
to 600
 o
C, PBI is completely decomposed and only zinc oxide remains.  
 
4.2.2 Effect of ZIF-8 loading on PBI/ZIF-8 MMMs and their dehydration performance of 
alcohols 
           Table 4.1 PBI/ZIF-8 MMMs loadings and Tg  
Membrane ZIF-8 in membrane (wt% ) Tg (
oC)
PBI 0 431
PBI/ZIF-8 (9:1) 12.4 443
PBI/ZIF-8 (4:1) 27.4 464
PBI/ZIF-8 (2:1) 33.7 ND
PBI/ZIF-8 (1:1) 58.7 ND
 
           ND-not detected. 
Table 4.1 lists the various loadings of ZIF-8 in the PBI matrix. The weight ratio of PBI to ZIF-8 
varies from 9:1 to 1:1. The actual ZIF-8 loadings, calculated from the residual zinc oxide formed 
from the combustion of the PBI/ZIF-8 membrane, are also shown in the same table. From the 
FESEM cross sections of various loadings (Fig. 4.4), no visible phase separation could be 
observed even at the highest loading of 58.7 wt% and it could be concluded that the 
nano-particles blended uniformly with the polymer phase. The original PBI membrane has a 






Fig. 4.4 FESEM morphologies of PBI/ZIF-8 membranes with various ZIF-8 loadings.  
very packed structure which is probably due to strong hydrogen bonding of the N-H functional 
groups. With nano-particles are incorporated into the polymeric phase, the membrane structure 
apparently transforms to a less dense structure due to the disruption of polymer-polymer packing 
by ZIF-8 nanoparticles. As the ZIF-8 loading increases to more than 50 wt%, the dominant 
continuous phase changes to ZIF-8 which can be observed in the image. This is further 
supported by XRD characterizations as shown in Fig. 4.5. With an increase in loading, the XRD 
pattern shifts towards that of ZIF-8 structure with the diminishing of an amorphous structure 
typical of PBI.   
 
Fig. 4.6 shows the pervaporation performance of PBI/ZIF-8 membranes for n-butanol 
dehydration at 60 
o
C. A significant enhancement of flux up to ~10 times is observed for 
PBI/ZIF-8 (1:1) compared with PBI neat membranes, while the separation factor decreases less 
drastically. The increment in flux with a high ZIF-8 loading is expected as the nano-particle has 
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a much higher porosity. A threshold level of loading is observed at approximately 25 wt% where 
separation factor remains unchanged relative to the control while flux increases. A further 
 
Fig. 4.5 XRD spectra of 1) pure PBI; 2) PBI/ZIF-8 (9:1); 3) PBI/ZIF-8 (4:1); 4) PBI/ZIF-8 (2:1); 




































ZIF-8 loading, (wt%)  
Fig. 4.6 Pervaporation performance of PBI/ZIF-8 membranes with various ZIF-8 loadings for 




increment in ZIF-8 loading results in a significant enhancement in flux with some tradeoff in 
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separation factor. Comparing to literatures [20-26]; the above improvement in separation 
performance, particularly the flux, is impressive. Based on the literature studies, mixed matrix 
membranes for pervaporation may increase flux in the range from -27% to 267% compared to 
pristine membranes as shown in Table 4.2. The improvement in flux is however significantly 
less than expected and may be due to the issues of chain rigidification, partial pore blocking and 
particle agglomeration. Even though ZIF-8/PBI does not show agglomeration as is often 
observed in conventional MMMs, chain rigidification may play an important role in determining 
the overall performance. As shown in Table 4.1, the Tg of the MMMs increases with ZIF-8 
loading. Clearly, chain rigidification exists in the MMMs as reported elsewhere [14, 18, 24, 27] 
and this may cause the flux not increase rapidly if ZIF-8 loading is less then 30%. The effect of 
chain rigidification apparently become weak with an increase in ZIF-8 loading possibly because 
metal organic frameworks have better compatibility with polymers. Therefore, the employment 
of higher loading and smaller size of ZIF-8 particles in MMMs is an essential strategy to 
enhance pervaporation performance of polymeric membranes. 
 





























Zeolite beta 0.5 10%
Ethanol/water 
(90/10)




Zeolite T 0.5 15%
1,4-dioxane/water 
(90/10)
30 128 59 213 1689 66 2763 [22]
PVA Silicalite-1 0.8-0.9 10%
IPA/water 
(90/10)






0.5 8% Ethanol/water (90/10) 80 120 175 278 274 132 57 [23]
Chitosan Carbon Nanotubes 1.7 2% Ethanol/water (90/10) 30 112 580 337 570 201 -2 [26]
P84 co-
polyimide
Zeolite 5A 3-4 20%
IPA/water 
(90/10)
60 30 3000 40 4200 33 40 [24]
P84 co-
polyimide
Zeolite 13X 2 40%
IPA/water 
(90/10)







100 6000 900 4500 1800 -25 100 [27 ]
PBI ZIF-8 0.05 58%
N-Butanol/water 
(85/15)
60 16 5000 221 698 1281 -86 This study
PBI ZIF-8 0.05 34%
N-Butanol/water 
(85/15)
60 16 5000 82 3417 413 -32 This study
 






































































Fig. 4.7 a) Water permeability and b) Selectivity for water of PBI/ZIF-8 MMMs for 




Table 4.3 also compares the pervaporation performance of ethanol, IPA and butanol dehydration 
using PBI/ZIF-8 (1:1 and 2:1) with original PBI membranes. While PBI/ZIF-8 membranes have 
similar fluxes for n-butanol and iso-propanol, a much higher flux is observed for ethanol 
dehydration. Separation factor is in the following sequence of n-butanol > IPA >> ethanol, while 
total flux exhibits a direct opposite trend. Fig. 4.7 shows that the water permeability of the PBI 
membrane increases for alcohols with lesser numbers of carbon as they are smaller and also tend 
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to swell up PBI easier due to the presence of stronger interactions. A 33.7 wt% loading of ZIF-8 
in the PBI membrane increases water permeability by more than 4 times, with almost no 
decrease in selectivity for IPA and n-butanol dehydration. Moreover, the PBI/ZIF-8 (2:1) 
membrane has a much higher separation factor for pervaporation dehydration of ethanol when 
compared to the original PBI membrane. This is due to the fact that the swelling engendered by 
ethanol is suppressed with the presence of a more rigid PBI/ZIF-8 structure. As shown in Table 





C). Therefore, the former has more rigid polymeric chains than the latter. A further 
increase in ZIF-8 loading to 58 wt% contributes to an increase in water permeability, while a 
salient reduction in separation factor was noticed for all alcohols which may suggest some 
defects in the membrane. Consistent with the previous discussion, such a high loading might 
also shift the dominant separation mechanism from a multi-phase of PBI and ZIF-8 mixed 
structure to an intercalated ZIF-8 continuous phase. In other words, by manipulating ZIF-8 
loading and transport mechanism, two different products may have been developed for 
dehydration of alcohols; namely, (1) the 33.7 wt% ZIF-8 in PBI membranes with a high 
separation factor but a relatively low flux, and (2) the 58.7 wt% ZIF-8 in PBI membranes with a 
high flux but a relatively low separation factor. A detailed study on the sorption of PBI/ZIF-8 
membranes and the causes of enhanced water permeability will be explored in the following 
section. 
 
4.2.3 Sorption study of PBI/ZIF-8 mixed matrix membranes 

































Fig. 4.8 Vapor sorption curve of PBI and PBI/ZIF-8 membranes for 




Fig. 4.8 shows the sorption curves of PBI and PBI/ZIF-8 membranes for water and n-butanol. 
The sorption curves could be sufficiently described by the Fickian sorption curves, and hence, 
diffusivity of the membrane under study could be calculated based on following short-time 




               (4.1) 
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where Mt is the sorption uptake of solvent vapor into the sample, M∞ is the equilibrium sorption 
weight, l is the film thickness at its dry state, D is the diffusion coefficient and t is the time. A 
constant film thickness is assumed for simplicity, although it would be increased due to swelling 
by the solvent vapor. The linear section in the initial data points (0 < mt/m∞ < 0.5) is used to 
calculate the diffusivity with the aid of Equation (4.1). The diffusion coefficients of water and 
n-butanol for PBI membrane are determined as 2.00 × 10
-9






























PBI 0.0780 0.0125 6.24 2.03 1.91 1062 6626
PBI/ZIF-8 
(2:1)
0.0582 0.109 0.534 24.2 2.01 12039 6429
PBI/ZIF-8 
(1:1)
0.0412 0.160 0.263 28.0 9.91 2825 742
 
 
Similarly, sorption results of PBI/ZIF-8 (2:1) and PBI/ZIF-8 (1:1) membranes are analyzed and 
summarized in Table 4.4. With the incorporation of ZIF-8 in the PBI polymeric matrix, 
diffusivities of both water and n-butanol across the membrane increase but water diffusivity has 
a greater gain. This is due to the fact that water molecules have a higher degree of freedom than 
n-butanol to diffuse through the ZIF-8 aperture size of 3.4 Å. The kinetic diameters of water and 
n-butanol are 2.96 Å [45] and 5.05 Å [44-45], respectively. As a result, an n-butanol molecule 
has to be linearly oriented and then able to penetrate through the ZIF-8 pore by taking its slim 
cross-section diameter of about 1.22 Å [44]. For neat PBI membranes, the sorption selectivity is 
about 6, while it is 0.53 for PBI/ZIF-8 (2:1) because of the enlarged sorption capability towards 
alcohols by ZIF-8. However, the drop in sorption selectivity is compensated by a gain in 
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diffusion selectivity which consequently results in a reasonably good selectivity. Fig. 4.9 shows 
the equilibrium sorption of ZIF-8 towards water and n-butanol and reconfirms our hypothesis. 
ZIF-8 has a higher sorption uptake of alcohols but only a very low water uptake of 
approximately 1 wt%. These results are consistent with the data reported in literature [46]. Based 
on the sorption results, the incorporation of an appropriate amount of ZIF-8 into PBI not only 




















































4.2.4 Temperature effect on pervaporation performance of PBI/ZIF-8 membranes 
 
Table 4.5 shows the pervaporation dehydration of n-butanol as a function of feed temperature for 
PBI/ZIF-8 (2:1) and PBI membranes. While there is an improvement in flux as operating 
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temperature increases, water permeability does not increase as a result of increasing temperature. 
Based on the solution diffusion model, permeability is a product of diffusivity and solubility. As 
temperature increases, the diffusion processes becomes faster while the equilibrium solubility 
 
Table 4.5 The effect of temperature on PBI and PBI/ZIF-8 membranes for pervaporation 























25 2.8 >5000 99.95 2285 1.132 2017
35 4.0 >5000 99.95 1858
0.826 2248
60 9.1 >5000 99.95 1229 0.438 2801
80 23.5 >5000 99.95 1378 0.430 3204
PBI/ZIF-8 
(2:1) 
25 28.0 >5000 99.95 22217 11.32 1961
35 44.0 >5000 99.95 21228 9.094 2334
60 86.0 3417 99.80 12737 16.63 765
80 221.0 329 98.30 14421 137.5 104
 
 
decreases. The decreasing trend in permeability indicates that the reduction in solubility is 
greater than the increment in diffusivity for both water and butanol molecules when 
pervaporation temperature is increased from 25 to 60 °C. A similar phenomenon has also been 
reported by previous researchers [47-49]. The reduction in solubility as temperature increases 
[50-51] may be attributed to reduced condensability of water and butanol. The increased flux of 
individual components with temperature is thus primarily due to the increase in their driving 
forces. Since the saturated vapor pressures of permeating components increase with increasing 
pervaporation temperature, the net driving forces and fluxes across the membrane as written in 
Eq. (2.6) increase because the downstream permeate pressure remains the same. The enhanced 
permeability from 60 to 80 °C may be attributed to other factors such as (1) the increase in 
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thermal motion of polymer chains and free volume inside the MMMs and (2) the enhanced mass 
transfer coefficients of the permeating components.  
 
It is interesting to point out that the water permeability of PBI/ZIF-8 is one order higher than the 
original PBI film (14,000-22,000 vs. 1,200-2,300 Barrer). In addition, the separation factor of 
the PBI/ZIF-8 (2:1) membrane decreases as temperature increases, while there is no observable 
change for the PBI membrane. Furthermore, the overall selectivity α increases with increasing 
operation temperature for the PBI membrane but decreases for the PBI/ZIF-8 (2:1) membrane. 
Clearly, the PBI membrane is able to retain its high selectivity even at high operating 
temperatures because of its unique characteristics of highly rigid, hydrogen-bond influenced and 
packed structure as discussed in Section 4.2.2. Since the degree of enhancement in diffusion 
selectivity of water/n-butanol with temperature is much greater than that in sorption selectivity, 
α increases with increasing temperature for the PBI membrane.   
 
In contrast, the embedded ZIF-8 nano-particles in PBI have fundamentally altered the inherent 
physicochemical properties of PBI membranes. The large sorption capability and aperture size 
of ZIF-8 significantly facilitate water diffusion and result in about a 10-fold increase in water 
permeability. In addition, the sorption selectivity of water/n-butanol is no more greater than 1 as 
that in the neat PBI membrane. The combination of high water permeability and low sorption 
selectivity of water/butanol contributes to a decreasing trend of α with increasing temperature 
for the PBI/ZIF-8 (2:1) membrane. In addition, n-butanol may diffuse faster at high temperatures 
not only due to its linear chains but also greater chain flexibility at higher temperatures despite 
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of the fact that the aperture size of ZIF-8 is far smaller than the kinetic size of n-butanol (3.4 vs. 
5.0 Å [45]).  
y = -5.3253x + 18.096




























Fig. 4.10 The Arrhenius plots of PBI and PBI/ZIF-8 (2:1) membranes. 
 
Temperature dependency of pervaporation flux can be described by the Arrhenius equation [52]:  
)/exp( RTEJJ Jo               (4.2) 
where J0 is the pre-exponential factor, T is the operating temperature, and EJ, the apparent 
activation energy of flux that can be calculated from the plot of flux versus operation 
temperature using the sum of least squares method and Fig. 4.10 presents their Arrhenius plots. 
The calculated activation energies of water permeation flux across the PBI/ZIF-8 (2:1) and PBI 
membranes are 31.3 and 44.2 kJ/mol, respectively. The result shows that there is a 29.2% 
reduction of energy barrier for penetrant transports for PBI membranes comprising 33.7 wt% 
ZIF-8 nano-particles. 
 




PBI/ZIF-8 mixed matrix membranes (MMMs) with a uniform dense structure have been 
prepared for pervaporation dehydration of alcohols. As-synthesized ZIF-8 particles, with sizes 
smaller than 50 nm, are dispersed in the PBI phase directly with a loading ranging from 12 to 58 
wt%. The membrane morphology, vapor sorption characteristics as well as temperature effect on 
pervaporation dehydration performance have been investigated. The following conclusions can 
be drawn: 
i)  An apparently homogeneous structure of PBI/ZIF-8 mixed matrix membrane has been 
obtained. The minimum agglomeration in the membrane can be attributed to the excellent 
compatibility between PBI and ZIF-8, small sizes of ZIF-8 particles and the well dispersion 
of nano-sized particles by using the same solvent for the PBI and ZIF-8 solutions. 
ii)  Loadings of ZIF-8, varying from 12 to 58 wt%, have been incorporated into PBI/ZIF-8 
MMMs. A significantly more porous structure of the MMM is observed with an increase in 
loading.  
iii)  The incorporation of ZIF-8 into PBI membranes has increased flux significantly, without 
much decrease in separation factor for dehydration of n-butanol and isopropanol. With a 
ZIF-8 loading of 34 wt%, the total flux increases by more than 4 times with almost no 
decrease in separation factor when compared to the PBI membrane. 
iv)  The PBI/ZIF-8 blends prove to be effective in suppressing swelling by ethanol.  ZIF-8 
particles may rigidify PBI chains and restrict the swelling of the polymeric phase. As a result, 
a better separation factor can be achieved for the mixed matrix membrane. 
v)  Sorption studies on PBI/ZIF-8 membranes clearly reveal that ZIF-8 particles augment 
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water/n-butanol diffusivity selectivity. Though the gain in diffusivity selectivity is offset by a 
reduction in water/ n-butanol sorption selectivity, the significant increase in flux with the 
addition of ZIFs in the PBI material is promising for pervaporation dehydration of alcohols. 
 
In summary, MMMs consisting of ZIF-8 nano-particles can effectively enhance the overall 
separation performance of low permeability but high temperature and high chemical resistance 
materials like PBI.  Two different PBI/ZIF-8 membranes have been developed for dehydration 
of alcohols. The 33.7 wt% ZIF-8 in PBI membranes improves water permeability by four times 
without much decrease in selectivity for water, whereas a 58.7 wt% ZIF-8 in PBI membrane has 
a high water permeability but a relatively low selectivity. 
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SORPTION, SWELLING, AND FREE VOLUME OF POLYBENZIMIDAZOLE 
(PBI) AND PBI/ZEOLITIC IMIDAZOLATE FRAMEWORK (ZIF-8) 
NANO-COMPOSITE MEMBRANES FOR PERVAPORATION 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Pervaporation is a promising liquid-liquid separation technology in biorefinery and 
petrochemical industries because it is a highly selective, energy-efficient and eco-friendly 
separation process [1-4]. Pervaporation dehydration of biofuels has particularly received 
worldwide attention because of growing concerns about energy security [2-6]. In order to apply 
a pervaporation process for industrial processes, besides meeting separation requirements, the 
pervaporation membranes must have long-term stability. Extensive experimental results have 
shown that interactions between feed solvents and membranes not only induce swelling but also 
affect membrane structure and separation performance [6-8]. Therefore, fundamental studies of 
sorption, solvent interaction and membrane stability are important for quantitative understanding 
of swelling and structural change in order to design better pervaporation membranes. 
  
The permeation of a liquid through a non-porous membrane is described by sorption and 
diffusion across the membrane, which is called as the solution diffusion model. Research on 
sorption has attracted more interest [9-12] because it directly affects the solubility selectivity of 
a pervaporation membrane and indirectly determines its diffusivity selectivity because the 
sorption of a solvent into a membrane causes intrinsic changes in membrane structure. In order 
to quantify the changes in membranes, measurements at macroscopic and microscopic scales 
must be carried out. The macroscopic change can be monitored by measuring the variation of 
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membrane dimension when it is immersed in feed solutions. However, it is difficult to 
quantitatively correlate this change with membrane performance even though the permeation 
properties and macroscopic structure of the membrane are closely related [13-15].  
 
Most membrane scientists prefer to examine membrane changes microscopically, especially the 
changes of transport mechanism and available channels for penetrant diffusion. Significant 
efforts have been given to characterize free volume as well as cavity size and shape in the 
dense-selective layer in order to predict the transport properties across the membranes [9, 16-19]. 
Besides using the Bondi’s method to calculate the fractional free volume of polymer materials 
[20], another more direct method is to measure the free volume by positron annihilation 
spectroscopy (PAS). PAS is one of the most suitable experimental techniques to detect free 
volume properties in amorphous polymers at the angstrom level using a positronium (size: 1.59 
Å) probe [21-24]. As the pervaporation process involves liquid feeds with variable 
concentrations, the free volume of a pervaporation membrane contacted with the feed may vary 
with time and exhibit different degrees of swelling during the entire test. Despite the awareness 
of different behavior in dry and wet pervaporation membranes, studies on wet membranes at a 
microscopic level are still limited. Since a swollen membrane may have a significantly higher 
free volume than the dry one, the wet state of a polymeric membrane would greatly affect the 
diffusion process across the membrane.  
 
Several studies have reported the effects of solvents on free volume properties with the aid of 
PAS. Hodge et al. observed a remarkable increase in free volume size as water concentration 
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increasing to 30 wt% in the poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) membranes, while no significant change 
was found with water concentrations lower than 8wt% [13]. The increase in free volume size 
was attributed to the water-induced plasticization. Satyanarayana et al. reported that 
water-saturated ethyl cellulose membranes showed a decrease in free volume size, whereas 
ethanol-statured cellulose acetate membranes exhibited an increase [25]. In addition, Hung et al. 
found an expansion and broadening distribution in free volume size when immersing polyamide 
membranes in a 70/30 (wt/wt) isopropanol/water mixture [26]. Even though there were studies 
on wet hydrophilic membranes such as PVA [13], ethyl cellulose and cellulose acetate 
membranes [25], systematic studies on the effects of feed solvent chemistries on membrane 
structure and separation performance are lack.  
 
This work was inspired by our previous study [27], presented in chapter 4, on 
polybenzimidazole (PBI) and PBI/zeolitic imidazolate framework (ZIF) nano-composite 
membranes for pervaporation, where the water permeability of PBI/ZIF-8 (1:1) membranes was 
about one order higher than the original PBI membrane (14,000-22,000 vs. 1,200-2,300 Barrer) 
and there was a 29.2% reduction of energy barrier for penetrant transports across PBI 
membranes consisting of 33.7 wt% ZIF-8 nano-particles. As a result, the 33.7 wt% ZIF-8 in PBI 
membrane increased water permeability by four times without showing much decrease in 
selectivity for water. Therefore, we aim to understand the fundamentals of this performance 
enhancement and investigate the sorption, diffusion, dry- and wet-state characteristics of 
polybenzimidazole (PBI) and PBI/ZIF-8 (66.3/33.7 w/w) membranes by PAS. Specifically, we 
will (1) study the microscopic changes of membrane structure when membranes are exposed to 
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water, methanol, ethanol, and n-butanol and (2) examine the relationship between these intrinsic 
properties and pervaporation performance. To meet the aims, (i) experiments of vapor sorption 
and swelling will be conducted and analyzed in order to understand the kinetics of these 
processes and solvent diffusion across the membranes, (ii) dry- and wet-state free volume 
properties of the membranes saturated with various solvents will be studied by PAS in order to 
establish macroscopic and microscopic analyses of structural changes. In addition, correlation 
between free volume properties and pervaporation permeability (or diffusion coefficient) of the 
membranes will be explored. 
 
Commercially available PBI with a high glass transition temperature (Tg) of 425 to 435 
o
C was 
used in this study [28]. This material has been widely studied for membrane applications, such 
as nanofiltration [29], gas separation [30], pervaporation [31] and fuel cell [32] because of its 
outstanding chemical and thermal resistances. ZIFs are a new class of porous materials with 
extended three dimensional network structures [33, 34]. Due to their high thermal and chemical 
stabilities, they have been explored as gas separation membranes for CO2 capture [35-37] and as 
inorganic fillers for polymeric membranes to improve their separation performance 
[38-40].Recently, potential applications of ZIFs in pervaporation separation were reported [27, 
41]. ZIF-8 particles have a small aperture size of 3.4 Å and a relatively large cavity size of 11.6 
Å [34]. They may be suitable to effectively dehydrate water from alcohols by pervaporation.  
 
5.2 Results and discussion 
5.2.1 Sorption and swelling studies of PBI and PBI/ZIF-8 membranes 
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As the permeating molecules adsorb and diffuse into the membrane, swelling occurs and 
changes the membrane structure. Fig.5.1 shows the results and two types of sorption curves can 
be observed; namely, Fickian and non-Fickian. The sorption behavior of water and methanol in 
dense PBI and PBI/ZIF-8 membranes is close to Fickian. A Fickian diffusion curve ( mt/m∞ vs. 
t
0.5
) is typically characterized by an approximately linear section at the initial stage of sorption 
(up to ~50% of saturation) followed by a concaved section towards the t
0.5 
axis up to saturation, 
whereas a non-Fickian diffusion curve deviates significantly from a Fickian diffusion curve at 
any stage of the sorption. The sorption behavior of ethanol and n-butanol in PBI membranes 
may be considered as non-Fickian because their curves show a convex trend at about 50% of 
sorption, which indicates a possible relaxation of the membranes by the solvents. These 
observations are consistent with other studies on sorption uptakes of organic solvents in glassy 




































Fig. 5.1 Vapor sorption curves of a) PBI and b) PBI/ZIF-8 (2:1) membranes for 




Compared with pure PBI membranes, the sorption patterns of PBI/ZIF-8 membranes are more 
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toward the Fickian pattern. These differences may be attributed to the incorporation of ZIF-8 
particles in the PBI matrix, which may rigidify polymer chains [43] and reduce the solvent 
induced relaxation. The sorption curves of ZIF-8 particles are presented in Fig. 5.2 for 
comparison. Alcohol and water vapors reach their equilibriums with rates in the reciprocal order 
of their molecular sizes. Though the aperture of ZIF-8 particles is only 3.4 Å, the uptakes of 
ethanol and methanol vapors by ZIF-8 particles are extremely fast and reach the saturation state 
























The sorption of a solvent in glassy polymeric membranes is affected by the solvent-membrane 
interaction and its kinetics can be divided into two parts: Fickian sorption and further sorption 
contributed by the relaxation of the polymeric matrix. Membranes with significant swelling may 
be fitted to separate diffusion from relaxation with a relaxation model developed by earlier 
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studies [42, 44] using a Matlab nonlinear regression program as following: 
2
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Fig. 5.3 Using Eq. (5.1) to fit vapor sorption data of (A) PBI and (B) PBI/ZIF-8 
membranes for water (C) PBI  and  (D) PBI/ZIF-8 membranes for ethanol vapor 
saturated at 35 
o
C (markers: experimental data; solid lines: model fitting curve).  
 
where αR (0 to 1) is the relaxation constant (αR = 0 represents the Fickian sorption only, while αR 
= 1 represents the non-Fickian sorption only), τR is the relaxation characteristic time, l is the 
thickness of the unswollen membrane and D is the diffusion coefficient. As shown in Fig. 5.3, 
the experimental and calculated data match reasonably well for water and ethanol sorption in 
PBI and PBI/ZIF-8 membranes. This suggests that both diffusion and relaxation contribute to the 
observed sorption trends. The relaxation process could be related to the micro-structural change 
in the membrane sample and allows a greater amount of solvent molecules to be absorbed into 
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the sample. As tabulated in Table 5.1, a smaller relaxation constant of PBI/ZIF-8 
nano-composite membranes is obtained as compared to that of PBI membranes. This indicates 
that the former has a less structural change during the solvent uptake than the latter. The increase 
in relaxation time with increasing solvent size could be attributed to greater resistance for the 
larger solvent molecules to enter into the membranes and cause changes in membrane structure.    
 
Table 5.1 Parameters from the analysis of methanol, ethanol, n-butanol and water sorption 
curves 
Solvent



















water 0.0782 0.60 1789 0.95 0.0582 0.52 185 15.0
methanol 0.155 0.78 5680 0.35 0.206 0.60 452 6.51
ethanol 0.172 0.95 186567 5.10*10-2 0.198 0.3 19735 8.20*10-2


















































Fig.5.4 Swelling results of (a) PBI and (b) PBI/ZIF-8 membranes in alcohol and water. 




Fig. 5.4 shows the film lengths of dense PBI and PBI/ZIF-8 membranes in alcohols and water as 
a function of time. The degree of swelling of both membranes follows the order of ethanol > 
methanol > water > n-butanol. The higher ability of ethanol to swell up PBI may be due to its 
high polarity parameter, moderately big molecular size and close solubility parameter with PBI 
[31] as shown in Table 5.2. It is worthy to note that the degrees of membrane swelling in most 
solvents (i.e., water, methanol and ethanol) are reduced after incorporating ZIF-8 particles into 
the PBI matrix. Interestingly, the water-induced swelling is subdued most severely because of 
the hydrophobic nature and rigid structure of ZIF-8 particles, while the n-butanol-induced 
swelling is enhanced owing to a greater free volume in the PBI/ZIF-8 membrane. Since the 
incorporation of ZIF-8 changes membrane characteristics of solvent-induced swelling, it will 
also affect the pervaporation performance. 
 




  * Solubility parameter of PBI is calculated according to methods reported in literature [45-47].  
 
Properties Methanol Ethanol n-butanol Water PBI
Boiling point (oC) 65 78.5 117.2 100 -
Molecular weight 32 46 74 18 -
Molecular volume (Å3) 67.19 96.81 151.9 29.89 -
Kinetic diameter (Å)[31] 3.80 4.30 5.05 2.96 -
Average dynamic cross-section (Å)[31] 0.92 1.05 1.22 - -
Solubility parameter (J/cm3)1/2 [31] 29.6 26.0 23.1 47.8
23.9 [45], 31.1 
[46], 33.7 [47]
Polarity parameter ET(30) (kcal/mol) [31] 55.4 51.9 49.7 63.1 -
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Fig. 5.5 (a) Water permeability and (b) Selectivity for water of PBI/ZIF-8 nano-composite 













Fig. 5.5 shows the pervaporation performance of dense PBI and PBI/ZIF-8 nano-composite 
membranes for the dehydration of alcohols. Water permeability of PBI membranes for methanol 
or ethanol dehydration is at least five-time higher than that for n-butanol dehydration while an 
opposite trend in water/alcohol selectivity can be observed. The higher water permeability may 
be attributed to solvent-induced swelling, higher free volume size and coupled transport while 
the decrease in selectivity is a typical phenomenon of solvent-induced swollen membranes [7]. 
Compared with PBI membranes, PBI/ZIF-8 membranes have two unique characteristics: (1) the 
variation of water permeability with different alcohols is less abrupt, and (2) the water/alcohol 
selectivity improves for pervaporation dehydration of aqueous ethanol and methanol, while it 
drops slightly for the case of aqueous n-butanol. Consistent with the findings in Section 5.2.1, 
ZIF-8 particles appear to suppress membrane swelling during pervaporation dehydration of 
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ethanol and methanol. Interestingly, the water permeability of PBI/ZIF-8 membranes for 
n-butanol dehydration is improved significantly and approaches the water permeability of PBI 
membranes for ethanol dehydration. Clearly, the addition of ZIF-8 nano-particles change 
membrane structure and have a profound effect on separation performance. Further explorations 
of free volume properties of the swollen PBI and PBI/ZIF-8 membranes with positron 
annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) may help explain the aforementioned phenomena. 
 


























Fig. 5.6 Normalized positron annihilation lifetime spectra of PBI and PBI/ZIF-8 
dense films  under vacuum. 
 
Fig. 5.6 shows the PAS spectra of fully dry PBI and PBI/ZIF-8 membranes. There are two 
parameters to analyze free volume properties of a lifetime spectrum: (1) τ represents the lifetime 
of annihilation and (2) I is the intensity of positron annihilation. The PBI raw spectrum is below 
the PBI/ZIF-8 raw spectrum because ZIF-8 particles have a higher free volume. A PAS raw 
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spectrum can be analyzed by 3-lifetime or 4-lifetime parameters depending on the pore sizes of 
materials. τ1 (0.125 ns) is the lifetime of para-positronium, while τ2 (0.400 ns) is the lifetime of 
free positron that annihilates without forming positronium. The pick-off ortho-positronium (o-Ps 
lifetime τ3 and τ4) with a lifetime ranging from one to a few ns can be used to analyze free 
volume properties of materials. With the aid of the Tao model [48], o-Ps lifetime can be 
correlated to the size of pores which are assumed to be in a spherical shape.  
 
























PBI 1.45 18.3 2.28 49.6 1.64 - - - - - 1.64 0.99
PBI/ZIF-8 1.54 16.7 2.39 57.1 1.72 7.52 2.42 5.77 803.8 3.50 5.22 1.06  
fv (free volume) = 4πR3/3  
ffv % (relative fractional free volume %) = 0.0018Ifv.
  
 
Since ZIF-8 particles possess large pores (11.6 Å in diameter) interconnected through small 
apertures [34], a four-lifetime analysis is chosen for PBI/ZIF-8 membranes, while a three 
life-time analysis is used to fit PBI membranes. By employing a PATFIT program to analyze the 
raw spectra, Table 5.3 summarizes the lifetime parameters and the corresponding free volume 
radii. The free volume diameter (i.e., R3) of the dry PBI membrane is 4.56 Å, which is in 
between the kinetic diameters of water and isopropanol. It may be a good pervaporation 
dehydration material but a moderate barrier material owing to its low fractional free volume 
(FFV) of 1.64 %. After incorporating porous ZIF-8 particles into the pristine PBI membrane, the 
free volume diameter slightly increases 4.78 Å and there is a substantial increase in FFV to 
5.22 %. Therefore, a much enhanced pervaporation permeability without compromising 
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selectivity (as shown in Section 5.2.2) could be explained by the dual pore structure, where the 
small pores control the selectivity while the large pores enhance the water permeation across the 
membrane.  
 
5.2.4 PAS of wet PBI and PBI/ZIF-8 membranes 
 








































Fig. 5.7 Normalized positron annihilation lifetime spectra of (I)PBI, (II)PBI/ZIF-8 dense 
films saturated with alcohol and water. 
 
Fig. 5.7 shows the PAS raw spectra of PBI and PBI/ZIF-8 membranes saturated with various 
solvents. Similar to the case of dry PBI and PBI/ZIF-8 membranes, the spectra of wet PBI/ZIF-8 
samples have higher intensity in the right shoulder (i.e., an indication of a higher FFV) than the 
wet PBI ones. In addition, the methanol- and ethanol-saturated membranes have higher FFV 
than the water- and n-butanol-saturated membranes for both PBI and PBI/ZIF-8 membranes. 
Furthermore, the magnitudes of spectrum difference between the methanol/ethanol saturated and 
the water/n-butanol saturated membranes are smaller for the wet PBI/ZIF-8 system than the wet 
PBI system. This indicates that methanol and ethanol immersions induce greater changes and 
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higher free volumes, but ZIF addition suppresses the changes.   
 
 
Table 5.4 O-Ps lifetime results of saturated PBI membranes 




- 1.45 18.3 2.28 49.6 1.64 0.99
water 1.52 18.2 2.37 55.7 1.82 3.95 1.05
methanol 2.26 20.5 3.08 122.8 4.53 35.1 1.02
ethanol 2.10 19.8 2.95 107.5 3.82 29.4 1.04
n-butanol 1.48 19.5 2.31 52.2 1.84 1.31 1.00
 
fv (free volume) = 4πR3/3  




Table 5.4 shows the 3-lifetime analysis of wet PBI membranes which are well-fitted with 
variances close to 1. The membranes saturated with methanol and ethanol increase their O-Ps 
lifetime values by about 35.1 and 29.4 %, respectively, as compared to the dry PBI membrane, 
indicating significant swelling of PBI membranes in these solvents. On the other hand, there are 
only 1 % and 4 % increase in o-Ps lifetime for PBI membranes saturated with n-butanol and 
water, respectively, suggesting that these two solvents have much less effects in swelling up PBI. 
Furthermore, the calculated fractional free volume (FFV) shows a pattern of water ≈ n-butanol 
<< ethanol < methanol. Methanol increases FFV the most due to its close solubility parameter  
with PBI [45-47] as shown in Table 5.2 and its moderately small size. Both factors facilitate its 
penetration through significant parts of the polymeric matrix, causing disruption of polymer 
chains. On the contrary, n-butanol molecules are not able to diffuse much into the PBI matrix 
due to its bulky size and the lowest polarity parameter among the solvents, while water and PBI 
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has a big difference in solubility parameter. Hence n-butanol and water affect the free volume of 
PBI membranes to a smaller extent.  
 




























- 1.54 16.7 2.39 57.1 1.72 7.52 2.42 5.77 803.8 3.50 5.22 1.06
water 1.47 19.9 2.30 51.6 1.85 6.00 2.71 5.18 584.1 2.86 4.42 -4.55 1.06
methanol 1.73 16.3 2.59 73.1 2.13 4.00 5.57 4.24 319.2 3.20 5.34 12.3 1.01
ethanol 1.60 12.5 2.45 61.7 1.39 3.19 6.48 3.76 223.6 2.65 4.04 3.90 1.00
n-butanol 1.47 19.3 2.31 51.8 1.80 4.37 3.14 4.44 366.7 2.07 3.87 -4.54 1.01  
fv (free volume) = 4πR3/3 
ffv % (relative fractional free volume %) = 0.0018Ifv. 
 
The PAS spectra of wet PBI/ZIF-8 membranes are fitted by a 4-lifetime analysis to take into 
account of larger cavity sizes of ZIF-8 particles and the results are presented in Table 5.5. 
Compared to wet PBI membranes, the PBI matrix in the wet PBI/ZIF-8 membranes has a shorter 
o-Ps lifetime value. In other words, after methanol and ethanol saturation, the latter has smaller 
increases in 3 than those of the former. A smaller free volume diameter of ethanol-induced 
swollen PBI/ZIF-8 membranes (4.9 Å vs. 5.9 Å) results in a better selectivity as compared to 
that of ethanol-induced swollen PBI membranes. Meanwhile, the long lifetime component (4) 
reduces significantly as compared to that of dry PBI/ZIF-8 membranes, suggesting a dominated 
filling effect on the ZIF-8 cavity. Although the exact change in free volume property of 
solvent-saturated membranes is complicated, it is reasonable to suggest that free volume size is 
closely related to the solubility and size of solvents. 




1: 2: membranes without ZIF-8 3: membranes with ZIF-8 ZIF-8
Polymer cavity
 
Fig. 5.8 Schematic presentations of 3 cases: (1) positronium-dry membrane, (2) 
solvents-positronium-polymeric membrane, and (3) solvents-positronium-nano-composite 
membrane system. 
 
Fig. 5.8 shows 3 cases of possible interactions in the positron-solvent-PBI/ZIF-8 system. The 
system of membrane-positronium (Case 1) is a typical PAS analysis which gives the free volume 
properties of membrane samples by assuming no solvent filling into the free volume and no 
solvent-induced swelling. The addition of a solvent into the free volumes of PBI (Case 2) and 
PBI/ZIF-8 (Case 3) membranes complicates their interactions and induces several possible 
effects. Firstly, it may change free volume sizes for penetrant transports because of the transport 
channels and free volumes have been filled out or swollen by the solvent. A similar phenomenon 
was reported for water sorption on cellulose ester membranes [24]. Secondly, it could increase 
the free volume concentration by enlarging inter-chain distances or dividing large holes, as 
illustrated in higher free volume intensity (Tables 5.4 & 5.5). Lastly, unbounded clusters of 
solvents could be annihilated by positrons and contribute to the increased intensity and free 
volume size [13]. Since the o-Ps intensity and lifetime in pure solvents are 21-28 % and 
1.85-3.58 ns, respectively [49], the addition of the solvents may increase the overall intensity 
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and free volume size of the solvent-saturated PBI/ZIF-8 membranes. A much smaller τ4 and a 
higher I4 observed for the solvent-saturated PBI/ZIF-8 membranes suggest a probable filling-up 
and division of the large holes in ZIF-8 particles by the solvents. As shown in Case 2, the PBI 
membranes containing no ZIF-8 fillers are likely to swell up without any constraint depending 
on the interaction between adsorbed solvents and the polymeric matrix, while the membranes 
with nano-sized ZIF-8 fillers (Case 3) can suppress against swelling because of their rigid 
structures. As a result, an improved selectivity of PBI/ZIF-8 membranes can be achieved as 
shown in Section 5.2.3.  
 
Because FFV = Vf/Vsp
 
(Vf and Vsp are the free volume and specific volume of the polymer, 
respectively), the correlation between permeability and FFV of a polymer can be expressed as 
following[50].
                
 
exp( / )P A B FFV  
                    (5.2)
  
Since FFV can be measured by PAS, P by pervaporation experiments, and D by vapor sorption 
or Equation 5.2, a correlation can be drawn by plotting ln(P) versus reciprocal FFV. As 
illustrated by Fig. 5.9, membrane permeability and diffusivity are inversely correlated to FFV 
except the outlying n-butanol diffusivity data point for PBI membranes. The estimation of 
diffusivity of various solvents in PBI membranes is relatively uncertain as the diffusivity in 
swelled membranes may be significantly higher. Nevertheless, the FFV of the wet membranes is 
shown to have a direct correlation with actual pervaporation performance, suggesting that PAS 
may give realistic free volume properties of the wet membranes. 





























Fig. 5.9 Correlations of (a) alcohol permeability and FFV and (b) diffusion coefficient 
and FFV of PBI and PBI/ZIF-8 membranes saturated with alcohols. 
 
5.3 Conclusions 
We have systematically studied alcohol-induced swelling and sorption of PBI and PBI/ZIF-8 
nano-composite membranes and characterized both dry and wet membranes by PAS. The degree 
of swelling and the sorption kinetics were investigated. A correlation among FFV, pervaporation 
permeability and diffusion coefficient was developed. The following conclusions can be made 
from this study: 
 
1. The incorporation of ZIF-8 nano-particles into PBI membranes reduces swelling. The 
resultant nano-composite membranes have lower relaxation constants.  
2. Membrane dimensional changes after immersing in alcohols and water following the order of 
ethanol > methanol > water > n-butanol. The addition of ZIF-8 particles into PBI membranes 
suppresses the ethanol-, methanol- and water-induced PBI swelling, where the water-induced 
swelling is particularly subdued. 
3. The PAS studies confirm that the high pervaporation permeability of PBI/ZIF-8 membranes is 
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attributed to the high FFV created by large cavities of ZIF-8 particles. In addition, the alcohol 
saturated PBI/ZIF-8 membranes has significantly smaller free volume radii than alcohol 
saturated PBI membranes.  
4. A linear correlation can be developed among the reciprocal FFV obtained from PAS and ln(P).  
 
In summary, characterizations of saturated membranes by means of sorption and PAS may 
provide realistic information on membrane structural changes and free volume properties of wet 
pervaporation membranes under actual operating conditions.   
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DUAL-LAYER PBI/P84 HOLLOW FIBERS FOR 
PERVAPORATION DEHYDRATION OF ACETONE 
 
6.1 Introduction 
Acetone is a widely used solvent and an important raw material for the production of methyl 
methacrylate and bisphenol-A. It is mainly derived from the oxidation of cumene or propene 
[1-2].It can be also produced from fermentation routes such as acetone-butanol-ethanol (ABE) 
process [1]. Dewatering is a critical issue during acetone purification and production. Although 
acetone does not form azeotrope with water, its dehydration by conventional separation 
processes such as distillation is still energy intensive, because the two components have almost 
the same volatility when acetone concentration is 96 mole % [3]. 
 
Pervaporation is a promising technology for molecular-scale liquid/liquid separations existing in 
biorefinery, petrochemical, and pharmaceutical industries because of its highly selective, 
economical, energy-efficient and eco-friendly characteristics [4-8]. Since only part of the feed is 
vaporized and the remaining feed does not undergo phase change, the pervaporation process 
consumes much less energy than the conventional distillation process. Pervaporation has 
gradually gained acceptance in industries to overcome the quality and energy problems in 
organic dehydration in recent years. 
 
Table 1 shows the basic physicochemical properties of water and acetone. The pervaporation 
dehydration of acetone is challenging not only because acetone has a much higher vapor 
pressure (i.e., higher driving force) and close molecular size [9] compared to water, but also 
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acetone is a powerful solvent aggressive to swell up polymeric materials. The former lowers the 
separation factor, while the latter deteriorates long-term separation performance. Several 
approaches have been proposed to reduce the polymeric swelling in pervaporation including 
thermal treatment [13], cross-linking [14-16] and blending with a more anti-swelling polymer 
[17-18]. 
 
To date, only a few polymer materials have been reported on the pervaporation dehydration of 
acetone. Pioneer studies on membranes for acetone dehydration used highly hydrophilic 
polymeric membranes such as alginate [19], chitosan [20] and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) [21] 
with the aid of various modifications because the original materials are not suitable for harsh 
feed environments. To enhance chemical resistance, Ray and Ray [22-23] studied PAN-maleic 
anhydride copolymer and poly(acrylonitrile-co-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (PANHEMA) for 
acetone dehydration.  Zhao et al [24]. investigated block copolymer membranes made of 
PAN-b-poly(ethylene glycol)-b-PAN with various types of poly(ethylene glycol). Amnuaypanich 
and Ratpolsan [25] examined the swelling problem of natural rubber latex grafted with 
poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) in water-acetone mixtures without proposing effective ways 
to suppress it. Commercial membranes, polyelectrolyte composite membrane (Symplex, GKSS), 
studied by Urtiaga et al. [26], showed a high flux but a low separation factor for the dehydration 
of acetone. So far, not much data on long-term separation performance have been reported. 
Therefore, the objectives of this work are to (1) investigate the science and engineering of 
designing suitable polymeric membranes for acetone dehydration in harsh environments, (2) 
study their performance stability before and after various chemical modifications, and (3) 
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examine morphological and molecular-level changes by means of advanced instruments 
including positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS).  
 
Previous studies on acetone dehydration mainly emphasized flat membranes. Hollow fiber 
configuration was chosen in this project because it has been widely used in gas separation and 
other membrane processes and it offers unique advantages of large surface to volume ratio, 
mechanical self-support and high packing density. Polybenzimidazole (PBI) is our focused 
material in this study because it has excellent chemical resistance and thermal stability. PBI is a 
class of heterocyclic amorphous polymer and the commercially available PBI has a chemical 
structure of poly-2,2′-(m-phenylene)-5,5′-bibenzoimidazole with a high Tg of 425-435 
o
C. This 
material is a highly hydrophilic amorphous polymer with a reported water sorption up to 15-18 
wt.% [27]. Owing to these excellent properties, it has been studied for applications such as 
nanofiltration [28], gas separation [29] and fuel cell [30]. However, in spite of so many 
advantages, the application of PBI material as pervaporation membranes is very limited [10,31]. 
This is possibly due to the fact that the nonsolvent-induced phase-inversion PBI membrane is 
very brittle after drying. 
 
To overcome this constrain, this paper reports a novel co-extruded dual-layer hollow fiber 
membrane consisting of a PBI functional separation layer and a P84 supporting layer with 
various post-treatment modifications for the pervaporation dehydration of acetone. To our best 
knowledge, the first pervaporation study using dual-layer hollow fibers was made of P84/ 
polyethersulfone (PES) for iso-propanol (IPA) dehydration [31]. Since then, many progresses 
have been made [10, 31,33-35]. It is found that synergistic separation performance may be 
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achievable for organic dehydration if inner- and outer-layer materials are properly selected even 
without much post-treatment. In this work, BTDA-TDI/MDI (P84) is employed as the 
supporting layer material because of its relatively high hydrophobicity, good chemical resistance 
and mechanical strength, and less water-induced swelling [36]. The fundamental science and 
engineering of fabricating PBI/P84 hollows fibers with desirable membrane morphology and 
separation performance will be revealed. In addition, the effects of thermal and chemical 
cross-linking modifications on swelling characteristics, performance enhancement and stability 
of separation performance will be systematically studied. 
 
6.2 Results and discussion 
6.2.1Sorption tests of PBI and P84 dense films 
Swelling by permeants on polymeric pervaporation membranes has a great effect on membrane 
performance and stability. Since the membrane contacts the liquid feed side directly, the feed 
components will interact with the membrane through various inter-molecular interactions. The 
higher affinity of the permeant to the polymeric membrane, the more predominant plasticizer the 
permeant is to the membrane [11]. If the solvent such as acetone is the predominant plasticizer, 
more severe swelling may be resulted from its larger kinetic size than water, leading to a much 
looser polymer matrix and lower separation performance. 
 
To investigate the inherent affinities of PBI molecules with permeating components, sorption 
tests of PBI dense membranes in acetone and water were carried out. The P84 material, used as 
the inner-layer of the dual-layer hollow fiber membranes, is also investigated for comparison. 
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Fig. 6.1 gives the sorption results of PBI and P84 dense films in water and acetone after 1 week 
and 1 month, respectively. After one-week immersion, the P84 membrane shows a degree of 
swelling in acetone almost twelve-times higher than that of water (0.14g acetone/g membrane vs. 
0.011g water/g membrane), whereas PBI shows a much higher water up-take than acetone 
up-take (0.064g water/g membrane vs. 0.028 g acetone/g membrane). This is probably due to the 
fact that PBI is highly hydrophilic [27] so that it takes up much more water at a faster rate than  


















































Fig. 6.1 Sorption results of PBI and P84 dense films after one-week and one-month immersion  
in acetone and water (T-250, T-400: films thermally treated at 250 C and 400 C, X2-T250: 
films cross-linked and thermally treated at 250 C, refer to 3.3.4 for details). 
 
Table 6.1 Basic properties of PBI, P84, water and acetone  
 
However, this situation changes after 1-month immersion, the neat PBI film shows a higher 
Properties PBI P84 Water Acetone
Kinetic diameter (nm) [9] - - 0.296 0.469
Vapor pressure (20 C) (mmHg)* - - 17.4 185
Boiling point (C)* - - 100 56.5
Viscosity (20 C) (cP)* - - 1.00 0.294
Solubility parameter (MPa)1/2 33.7 [10] 26.9 [11] 47.9 [11] 20.0 [11]
Density (kg/m3) 1.31 [12] 1.30 [11] 1.00 0.79
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acetone up-take than water, reversing the sorption selectivity towards acetone. The sorption 
selectivity towards acetone may be attributed to strong hydrogen bonding interactions between 
the carbonyl group of acetone and the amine functional group of PBI. The sorption results show 
that PBI has higher affinity to water and lower swelling by acetone than those of P84. This is 
due to the fact that PBI has a closer solubility parameter to water than P84; while P84 has a 
closer solubility parameter to acetone than PBI (as shown in Table 6.1). 
 
6.2.2 Membrane morphology of the PBI/P84 dual-layer hollow fiber membrane 
Fig. 6.2 displays the morphology of an as-spun PBI/P84 dual-layer fiber studied by FESEM. The 
hollow fiber has a diameter of about 653 µm. The overall wall thickness is about 114 µm and the 
outer layer thickness is about 30 µm. The outer edge of the outer layer reveals a dense structure 
at a high magnification (×50,000), which is a defect-less selective layer, while the inner surface 
of the inner layer is very porous which is desirable since it does not constitute much transport 
resistance. There is no delamination observed at the interface of the inner- and outer-layer, 
indicating a good adhesion. 
InterfaceInner layer bottom section Inner layer inner surface
Outer layer outer edgeOverall profile Overall cross section
Scale bar:       100 nm 
Scale bar:        1 μmScale bar:        1 μmScale bar:       1 μm
Scale bar:        100 μm Scale bar: 10 μm
 
Fig. 6.2 FE-SEM images of the cross-section morphology of the original PBI/P84 dual-layer 





A seamless interface may be obtained depending on the miscibility of inner layer and outer layer 
dopes and many other factors during phase inversion [37]. The formation of the desired interface 
between P84 and PBI layers in this study can be attributed to three factors. (1) Good 
compatibility of PBI and P84 materials. It has been extensively reported that PBI is miscible 
with most polyimides at a molecular level [17,38-39]. A dense film cast from a PBI/P84 blend 
(50/50 wt./wt.) show fully homogeneous and transparent, indicating a good miscibility between 
these two polymers. (2) Inter-penetration occurs between these two dopes because of the 
interfacial diffusions and convections driven by chemical potential differences. (3) A common 
solvent (DMAc) is used in the spinning solutions of both layers that facilitates mutual diffusion. 
 
6.2.3 Effect of thermal treatment on PBI/P84 dual-layer hollow fibers 
The as-spun PBI/P84 dual-layer hollow fiber membrane shows an acetone/water separation 
factor of only 2.2 and a flux of 5900 g/m
2
h. Thus the pervaporation test was ended after 8 hours 
because of very low separation factor. Fig. 6.3 shows the pervaporation performance of 
dual-layer hollow fiber membranes after thermal treatments at various temperatures. Since 
swelling by feed components on membranes especially acetone is a major concern, 
pervaporation tests up to 3 days are carried out to ascertain their performance stability. Based on 
the water purity in the permeate, a thermal treatment at 300 
o
C improves the separation factor a 
lot initially (i.e., a water/acetone separation factor of 339.6). However the impressive separation 
performance is not sustainable as those membranes thermal-treated at 400 
o
C and above. Only 
fibers thermally treated at 400 and 450 
o
C display sustainable separation performance. This 
arises from the fact that thermal treatment induces polymeric chain relaxation and packing, and 
cross-linking reactions. As a consequence, the thermally-treated membranes have fewer defects 
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in their thin dense-selective layers with enhanced separation factors but reduced fluxes [17].  
  
Fig. 6.3 Pervaporation performances of PBI/P84 dual-layer hollow fibers thermally treated at 
different temperatures. 
 
It has been reported that PBI may undergo free-radical cross-linking reactions at temperatures 
above 450 
o
C [40-41]. The dissolution tests in the DMAc solvent confirm this hypothesis. As 
shown in Fig. 6.4, PBI dense films thermally treated at 250 and 300 
o
C can dissolve in DMAc 
completely within a few hours, whereas PBI films thermally treated at 400 and 450 
o
C can only 
dissolve about 60 wt% and 5 wt% respectively even after one-month immersion in DMAc.  
 
Fig. 6.4 Dissolution results of PBI dense films in DMAc after one-month immersion: (a) T-250 
(fully dissolved), (b) T-300 (fully dissolved), (c) T-400, and (d) T-450. 
 
The variation of XRD patterns with thermal treatment (Fig. 6.5) suggests that there may exist the 
occurrence of chain rearrangement in membranes even though the XRD peak apparently does 
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not shift much with increasing thermal treatment temperature. The disappearance of smaller 
d-space of the original fiber upon thermal treatment is not fully understood and will be studied 
in the future. Fig. 6.6 shows the SEM morphology of dual-layer hollow fibers as a function of 
thermal treatment temperature and illustrates that thermal treatment at 400 
o
C or higher leads to 



















Fig. 6.5 XRD results of (a) original PBI/P84 dual-layer hollow fiber and PBI/P84 dual-layer 
hollow fibers thermally treated at (b) 250 C (T-250), (c) 300 C (T-300) and (d) 400 C (T-400). 
 
Table 6.2 A comparison on separation performances of PBI, P84 single-layer hollow fibers and 






PBI single layer 65 107 
P84 single layer 183 87 
PBI/P84 dual layer 80 686 
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Fig. 6.6 FE-SEM images of the cross-section morphology of the outer layer outer edge of 
original and thermal-treated PBI/P84 dual-layer hollow fibers at various temperatures. 
 
To demonstrate the superiority of dual-layer over single-layer configuration, pervaporation 
dehydration of acetone was also conducted using both PBI single-layer and P84 single-layer 
hollow fiber membranes with the same thermal treatment at 400
 o
C for a comparison. As listed 
in Table 6.2, the results reveal that neither PBI nor P84 single-layer hollow fiber membranes 
alone has the comparable pervaporation performance as that of PBI/P84 dual-layer hollow fiber 
membranes. Since PBI is much hydrophilic, the water-induced swelling may increase the 
substructure resistance and reduce the overall separation performance of PBI single-layer hollow 
fiber membrane. The use of P84 as the supporting layer material can help minimize the swelling 
problem in the substructure and maximize the separation performance of the PBI selective layer.  
As a result, the synergistic effect of combining these two materials’ strengths come true by 
means of dual-layer hollow fiber configuration. 
 
6.2.4 Thermal treatment of chemical cross-linked PBI/P84 dual-layer hollow fibers 
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Chemical cross-linking has been an important means to solve the membrane swelling problem. 
PBI fibers were modified with p-xylene dichloride and undergo a reaction which involves 
cross-linking between the N-H functional group of PBI molecules and the chlorine functional 
group of p-xylene dichloride [28]. Fig. 6.7 shows the FT-IR spectra of PBI/P84 fibers 
cross-linked with 2 wt.% of p-xylene dichloride followed by thermal treatment at various 
temperatures for 2 hours. The formation of 1-methylimidazole group (indicated with dotted 
circle in Fig. 6.8) is reflected by the appearance of the characteristic C-N peak at 1062 cm
-1
, and 
the diminishment of N-H band vibration at 1293 cm
-1 
[42]. The intensity of band 1062 cm
-1
 of 
the thermal-treated fibers is significantly higher than those of the original fiber and the 
cross-linked fiber without thermal treatment. The IR peak of non hydrogen bonded N-H at 3417 
cm
-1
 reduces as thermal treatment temperature increases [28]. Thermal treatment after 
cross-linking may facilitate the cross-linking reaction by removing the by-product hydrogen 
chloride; therefore help to stabilize the membrane structure [29].
 
 
Fig. 6.7 ATR-FTIR spectra of original and cross-linked PBI/P84 dual-layer hollow fibers 
followed by various thermal treatment: (a) Original, (b) X2, (c) X2-T150, (d) X2-T250, (e) 





Fig. 6.8 Proposed mechanism for the chemical cross-linking modification of PBI using p-xylene 
dichloride  
 
Fig. 6.9 presents the pervaporation performance of PBI/P84 fibers as a function of cross-linking 
conditions without additional post thermal treatment. An increase in cross-linking solution’s 
concentration or duration time improves separation factor to some degrees but reduces flux. In 
addition, the performance enhancement levels off quickly if the solution concentration is further 
increased or deteriorates if the reaction duration is further prolonged.  These unsatisfactory 
phenomena may be due to the fact that the cross-linking reaction is not complete and the 
cross-linking solvent also induces another swelling.  
Fig. 6.9 Pervaporation performances of cross-linked PBI/P84 dual-layer hollow fibers with  
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p-xylene dichloride/methanol.  
 
To uncover an effective post-treatment protocol, the sequence of modifications (i.e., thermal 
treatments and then cross-linking modification, or vise versa) is studied. Fibers cross-linked by a 
2 wt.% solution concentration and 2-hour duration are selected. The results listed in Table 6.3 
show that separation factors in both sequences increase while fluxes decrease. However, the 
PBI/P84 fiber thermally treated at 250 C and then cross-linked achieves a much lower 
separation factor, as compared to the fiber cross-linked and then thermally treated at 250 C. 
This demonstrates that the post thermal treatment of cross-linked hollow fibers not only help 
complete the cross-linking reaction but also minimize methanol-induced swelling. Thus a 
synergism effect on separation performance is obtained. On the other hand, if the thermal 
treatment is conducted before the cross-linking modification, the thermally treated hollow fiber 
will have a much densified structure which retards the diffusion of cross-linking agent into the 
dense-selective layer. As a result, the degree of cross-linking is reduced and the membrane 
structure is not stabilized as discussed in Section 6.2.4. 
 
Table 6.3 The sequence effect of thermal treatment and cross-linking modification on separation 








Thermal treatment at 250 C 1243 7.19 
Thermal treatment at 250 C followed by 
cross-linking modification  
923 15.0 
Cross-linking modification followed by 
thermal treatment at 250 C 
300 498 
 
Fig. 6.10 displays the SEM morphology of the top selective layer of the cross-linked PBI fibers 
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before and after thermal treatment. Compared to those of cross-linked fibers with thermal 
treatment, a relative loose structure is observed on the top selective layer of non-thermally 
treated fiber X2. In addition, an increase in thermal treatment temperature results in a much 
densified selective layer in the cross-linked PBI fibers. Fig. 6.1 also shows the sorption data of 
chemically cross-linked and then thermally treated PBI dense films (T-400 and X2-T250) and 
compare them with thermally treated PBI dense films at 250 
o
C. Different from thermally treated 
films at 250 C, the chemically cross-linked and then thermally treated PBI films have a lower 
acetone up-take than water up-take. Clearly, the thermal treatment facilitates the completeness of 
cross-linking modification, not only strengthens the polymer network but also restricts acetone 
diffusion into membranes. As a result, the cross-linked membranes are less susceptible to 
acetone-induced swelling. 
 
Fig. 6.10 Cross-section morphology of the outer layer outer edges of cross-linked PBI/P84 
dual-layer hollow fibers thermally treated at various temperatures. 
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Fig. 6.11 shows the effects of post thermal treatment temperature on pervaporation performance 
of cross-linked PBI/P84 hollow fibers for acetone dehydration. Both X2-T250 and X2-T300 
fibers show stable separation performance for 3-day tests, while separation performance of fiber 
X2-T150 declines drastically even within the first day. The unstable separation performance is 
due to the acetone-induced swelling on fiber X2-T150 because the post thermal treatment 
temperature is not high enough to stabilize the structure. Therefore, to suppress the 
acetone-induced swelling over time, it is essential to cross-link and then thermally treat the 
membrane at elevated temperatures. Compared to hollow fibers thermally treated at 400 C or 
above but without chemical cross-linking as shown in Fig. 6.3, the hollow fibers chemically 
cross-linked and then thermally treated at low temperatures (250 or 300 C) can achieve higher 
fluxes and similar separation factors as illustrated in Fig. 6.11. For example, the fiber T400 has a 
flux of 80 g/m
2
-hr and a separation factor of 686 at 50 
o
C for a feed containing 85 wt. % acetone; 
while the cross-linked and thermally treated fiber at 300 C has a flux of 114 g/m2-hr and a 
separation factor of 593. Clearly, the combination of chemical cross-linking modification and 
thermal treatment result in synergistic separation performance for PBI/P84 hollow fibers. 
  
Fig. 6.11 Pervaporation performances of cross-linked PBI/P84 dual-layer hollow fibers followed 
by thermal treatment at different temperatures. 
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6.2.5 The effect of feed temperature on membrane performance 
The separation performance of a pervaporation membrane is a combined result of the membrane 
intrinsic properties and the external operating conditions (such as feed concentration, operational 
temperature, downstream vacuum and other factors). At the same time, changing the operating 
conditions may also cause the changes of membrane structure and the mutual interactions with 
feed components, which consequently contribute to the alteration of mass transport coefficient 
of each component [17,32-36,43-45]. In this section, the effect of operational temperature on 
pervaporation performance of PBI/P84 hollow fibers membranes is investigated. Fibers 



























































































Feed temperature (oC)  
Fig. 6.12 Feed temperature effect on pervaporation performances of modified PBI/P84 
dual-layer hollow fibers (Solid line: Water flux and separation factor; dashed line: Water 
permeance and selectivity) . 
 
Fig. 6.12 shows the results and indicates that the operational temperature plays a significant role 
on pervaporation performance. In most conventional cases, permeation flux increases while 
separation factor declines with an increase in operating temperature. Interestingly, we observe an 
up-and-down trend of separation factor and an increased flux with an increase in feed 
temperature from 50 to 70
 o
C. The enhanced separation factor and flux can be attributed to the 
increase of permeants vapor pressures at the feed side and the increased interstitial space 
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between polymeric chains as a function of temperature. In order to exclude the external 
operating conditions and investigate the intrinsic properties of the membrane under different 
operational temperature, we convert the flux and separation factor to permeance and selectivity.  
 
As shown in Fig. 6.12, the total permeance of fiber X2-T300 levels off, whereas the total 
permeance of fiber T-400 continuously increases when the feed temperature exceeds 60 
o
C. The 
water/acetone selectivity of fibers X2-T300 and T-400 still show an up-and-down trend with an 
increase in feed temperature. The up-and down phenomenon may be explainable from the 
change in driving force and membrane structure as temperature increases. Fig. 6.13 shows that 
water and acetone have quite different vapor pressures. Although the partial vapor pressure of 
water is much lower than that of acetone, their ratio increases with an increase in feed 
temperature. As a result, the water/acetone selectivity increases initially with increasing feed 
temperature. However, a further increase in feed temperature may enlarge the interstitial space 
between polymeric chains, which contributes greatly to acetone vapor diffusivity and thus 
causes the selectivity to decline.  











































(c) Vapor pressure ratio of 
water/acetone
(b) Acetone vapor 
pressure
(a) Water vapor 
pressure
 
Fig. 6.13 Partial vapor pressures of (a) water, (b) acetone and (c) the vapor pressure ratio of 
water/acetone at the feed side. 
 
Generally, the temperature dependency of pervaporation flux can be described by the Arrhenius 
equation[46].  
)/exp( RTEJJ Jo              (6.1) 
where J0 are the pre-exponential factors, T is the operating temperature. EJ, the apparent 
activation energies of flux, can be calculated from the plot of flux versus operational 
temperature using the least square method and Fig. 6.14 presents their Arrhenius plots. The 
calculated activation energies of water permeation flux to cross the fibers X2-T300 and T-400 
are 53.0 and 60.0 kJ/mol, respectively. The energy barrier of water transport through fiber T-400 
is greater than that of fiber X2-T300. These values are consistent with our previous hypothesis 
that water transport across the thermally treated fiber T-400 (thermally treated at 400 C) 
requires a higher energy due to the much densified selective layer than the fiber X2-T300 
(chemically cross-linked and thermally treated at 300 C). 




























Fig. 6.14 The Arrhenius plots of PBI/P84 dual-layer hollow fibers X2-T300 and T-400. 
 
6.2.6 Positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) characterization on PBI/P84 fibers 
Positron-electron annihilation γ-rays are related to electronic and free volume properties of the 
studied materials [47-48]. S-parameter of DBES, an indicator of free volume content, was 
obtained at different positron incident energy. The positron incident energy, E (KeV), is 





            
  (6.2)
 
where ρ is the density of the polymer material in g/cm3. Fig. 6.15 shows all S-parameters of 
tested fibers. The S-parameter increases with increasing membrane depth and reaches a plateau 
at about 1 µm depth, suggesting that the relative free volume of membrane is the highest at this 
mean depth. Through the comparison of the original fiber and fibers T-250, T300 and T400, a 
decreasing trend of S-parameter with thermal-treatment temperature is observed, implying the 
reduction of free volume content which correlates well with a flux reduction of thermally treated 
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fibers. Compared to other cross-linked fibers, a more obvious reduction of S-parameter in the X2 
fiber suggests that thermal treatment after cross-linking reduces the relative free volume. A 
relatively higher free volume of the X2 fiber may be caused by the methanol-induced swelling 
during the cross-linking modification.  
 
Fig. 6.15 S parameter vs. positron incident energy (or membrane depth) of the outer layer of 
PBI/P84 dual-layer hollow fibers outer layer with (A) different thermal treatments and (B) 
cross-linking modification followed by different thermal treatments. 
 
Quantitative calculations of the free volume at a scale of 0.2-2 nm can be carried out using the 
PATFIT [50] program and Tao model [51] with the aid of O-Ps lifetime (τ3) and intensity (I3) 
values measured from PAS on the dense selective layer. The relative fractional free volume 
(FFV) is determined according to the following equation [52]. 




is the average of the o-Ps hole size and R is the free volume radius. The FFV 
value determined from pick-off o-Ps annihilation is different from the traditional Bondi’s 
(A) 
(B) 
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method [49,53], the former usually has a smaller FFV value than the latter. Table 6.4 
summarizes the lifetime data of the original fibers and modified fibers T-400 and X2-T300 
measured by 1 keV positron incident energy that is equivalent to 30.5 nm depth from the 
membrane surface. This depth is believed to be within the dense selective layer. The fractional 
free volume of the PBI selective layer reduces from 3.27% to 1.98% (T-400) and 1.33% 
(X2-T300), respectively, after thermal treatment and a combination of chemical/thermal 
cross-linking modifications.  
Table 6.4 O-Ps lifetime results of PBI/P84 dual-layer hollow fibers at 1keV positron incident 
energy 
PBI/P84 fiber τ3 (ns) I3 (%) R(Ǻ) fv(Ǻ
3
) ffv (%) 
Original 2.01±0.04 18.4±0.56 2.86±0.03 98.3±3.36 3.27±0.21 
T-400 1.83±0.04 13.4±0.39 2.70±0.03 82.3±2.78 1.98±0.12 
X2-T300 1.70±0.05 10.5±0.51 2.56±0.04 70.4±3.62 1.33±0.13 
 
These values correlate well with pervaporation data where significant flux drops have been 
observed for post-treated fibers. Although thermal treatment fiber (T-400) has higher free 
volume at selective layer, the flux is lower compared cross-linked fiber (X2-T300) due to higher 
resistance at the supporting P84 layer which may be overly densified after heat treatment at 400 
o
C. In summary, both chemical cross-linking reactions and thermally induced modifications are 
effective to lower membrane free volume and increase diffusivity selectivity, while a 
combination of chemical/thermal cross-linking modifications appears to be superior.   
 
6.3 Conclusions 
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We have fabricated PBI/P84 dual-layer hollow fiber membranes by the co-extrusion phase 
inversion for acetone dehydration. The dual-layer hollow fiber has a seamless interface, a 
selective PBI outer layer, and a porous P84 inner layer, which is very desirable for pervaporation. 
The effects of heat treatment and chemical cross-linking modifications on membranes 
morphology, pervaporation performance and fractional free volume have been investigated. The 
following conclusions can be drawn: 
i) Swelling results reveal that PBI has a higher affinity to water and a lower swelling by 
acetone than those of P84. 
ii) Thermal treatment of PBI/P84 dual-layer fibers at 400 oC and higher improves separation 
factor, but reduces flux severely because of excessive densification.  
iii) PBI/P84 fibers thermally treated at 300 
o
C show impressive but unstable separation 
performance because of high degrees of acetone-induced swelling.  
iv) Cross-linking by p-xylene dichloride followed by a thermal treatment above 250 oC 
show effectiveness to stabilize membrane structure and significantly improve separation 
performance.  
v) Although the stability of PBI/P84 fibers against acetone can be achieved through 
thermal-induced cross-linking reactions at high temperatures, chemically cross-linked 
PBI/P84 fibers show better fluxes due to thinner dense selective layers. 
vi) At feed temperature of 60 oC, the X2-T300 PBI/P84 membrane has a permeation flux of 
0.284 kg/m
2
-h and a separation factor of 1187 for a feed containing 85 wt.% acetone. 
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vii) The selective layer thickness and relative FFV have been determined by PAS. The 
relative FFV of the PBI selective layer reduces from 3.27% for the original fiber to 
1.98% and 1.33% for T-400 and X2-T300 fibers, respectively. 
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CERAMIC THIN FILM COMPOSITE MEMBRANES FOR PERVAPORATION 
DEHYDRATION OF AlCOHOLS 
7.1 Introduction 
Interfacial polymerization (IP), developed by Morgan and Kwolek [1] and Cadotte [2], is a 
powerful technique for the fabrication of thin film composite (TFC) membranes. TFC 
membranes have become the most dominant reverse osmosis (RO) membranes for desalination 
because of their superior permeability and selectivity [2, 3]. IP has also been applied to fabricate 
membranes for other applications such as nanofiltration [4-6], forward osmosis (FO) [7, 8], and 
gas separation [9, 10]. Several studies have shown that TFC membranes are promising for 
pervaporation separation [11-14]. Owing to the ultrathin polyamide selective layer, a very high 
pervaporation flux can be achieved at relatively low operating temperatures [12, 14].  
 
TFC membranes generally consist of a polyamide layer and a support substrate. While it is 
important to have an ultra-thin functional selective layer for high pervaporation performance, the 
porous support also plays an important role for membrane applications under harsh feed 
conditions like aggressive solvents and high temperatures [15]. Typical polymer supports for 
commercially available TFC membranes are made of polymeric materials such as polysulfone 
(PS) [2] and polyethersulfone (PES) [16]. Although these support materials are suitable for 
water purification applications, their chemical or thermal resistance may not be sufficient when 
being exposed to harsh chemical and high temperature environments in pervaporation 
applications. Swelling of the polymeric substrate causes damage to the ultra-thin skin layer and 
may deteriorate the pervaporation performance. Ceramic materials are promising because of 
their excellent properties such as strong mechanical strength, high chemical resistance and 
thermal stability which are essential for a substrate material to be used in pervaporation [17]. 
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The rigidity of ceramic materials maintains the stability of their shape during aggressive 
conditions, thus protects the top selective layer. This unique feature is usually not possessed by 
most polymeric supports. 
 
To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous publication of TFC membranes fabricated by 
means of IP upon ceramic supports. Conventional ceramic composite membranes and methods 
of creating thereof have been previously reviewed comprehensively [17]. A common method to 
modify ceramic membranes is by dip coating, which is relatively easy to employ and has been 
widely studied [18, 19]. However, the throughput of a dip coated membrane is low due to a thick 
selective layer that gives large transport resistance. The flux of a dip coated polyvinyl alcohol 
(PVA)/ceramic is 1.01 kg/m
2
-h for dehydration of ethyl acetate at 60 °C [18], whereas the flux 
of polyimide P84/γ-ceramic is ~1.4 kg/m2-h for dehydration of t-butanol at 95 °C [19], 
suggesting that this method cannot produce an ultrathin selective layer.  
 
Another alternative of fabrication is by directly grafting a monomer onto a ceramic substrate to 
create a selective skin layer. It has been reported that a hydrophilic ceramic/polymeric 
pervaporation membrane was prepared by free-radical graft polymerization of acrylic acid onto 
the ceramic membrane [20]. The membrane had a separation factor of 1442 for dehydration of 
ethanol, but possessed a low flux of 0.54 kg/m
2
-h which was attributed to the pore blocking 
effect by the grafted polymer. Another method is to deposit self-assembled polyelectrolytes on 
ceramic substrates [21]. A 60-layer pair of polyethylenimine/poly(vinylsulfate) (PEI/PVS) 
showed a high flux of 18.4 kg/m
2
-h but a low separation factor for dehydration of ethanol, 
suggesting possible defects on the membrane. Table 7.1 summarizes some recent studies of 
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ceramic composite membranes [18-23] and TFC membranes with polymeric supports [12-14] 
for pervaporation dehydration applications. We found that there are only few studies on ceramic 
composite membranes despite the promising advantages they may exhibit. This may be due to 
the difficulty of fabricating defect-free membranes, especially on the surface of low-cost 
microfiltration ceramic membranes that have been commercially applied for years [21]. 
 














(90/10) 25 ~1.75 ~600 [12]
IP/Torlon
IPA/water
(85/15) 50 1.28 624 [13]
IP/polyetherimide
IPA/water








(95/5) 95 ~1.20 ~1000 [19]
PVA-chitosan/alumina
Ethyl acetate/water
(92/8) 50 2.22 500 [22]
PVA/γ-alumina
IPA/water








(94/6) 65 18.40 8.2 [21]
IP/α-alumina
IPA/water
(85/15) 80 6.05 1396 This study
 
In this study, thin film composite membranes by interfacial polymerization on top of ceramic 
membrane supports are prepared for pervaporation dehydration of n-butanol, ethanol and 
isopropanol (IPA). IPA is an important solvent and cleaning agent with wide applications in 
semiconductor, microelectronic and pharmaceutical industries. Due to the formation of 
azeotropic mixture with water, the purification of IPA by pervaporation is more economical than 
conventional distillation process [24-30]. Thus we have chosen IPA to be studied by our newly 
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developed membranes. On the surface of the ceramic support, we propose a coating of 
polydopamine (PDA) or polyethyleneimine (PEI) to improve the surface properties. PDA is 
formed from the polymerization of dopamine under the presence of oxygen [31]. As reported by 
earlier studies, the coating of PDA on any surface can reach as high as ~40 nm [31, 32]. PEI, a 
branched chain polymer with amine functional groups, has also been extensively used to modify 
membranes [33-36].  
 
In view of significant advantages of a ceramic support over a polymeric support especially in 
some extreme conditions such as high temperature and pressure, it is important to explore the 
feasibility of using α-alumina ceramic tubes as porous supports for thin film composite 
membranes via interfacial polymerization. The material engineering of the top selective layer 
and the manipulation of interfacial properties between the selective layer and the ceramic 
substrate are parts of our foci to improve the productivity and durability of pervaporation 
membranes. By creating an ultrathin selective layer through interfacial polymerization and 
minimizing the substrate resistance with a porous ceramic substrate, we aim to increase flux 
substantially without much sacrificing selectivity. Therefore, the objectives of this study are to: 1) 
conceptually demonstrate the possibility of fabricating high performance ceramic TFC 
pervaporation membranes with interfacial polymerization; 2) systematically investigate the 
surface morphology and topology change of the PDA- and PEI-modified ceramic TFC 
membranes and their intrinsic pervaporation performance under different testing temperatures; 3) 
examine the effects of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) coating on the ceramic TFC membranes 
and deduce the  layer information of the membranes with positron annihilation spectroscopy; 
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and 4) study the long term performance and stability of the prepared ceramic composite 
membranes. 
 
7.2 Results and discussion 
7.2.1 Effects of coating on surface of ceramic tubes by PDA or PEI  
As shown in Fig. 7.1, the inner surface of an asymmetric ceramic tube is smoother than the outer 
surface and is selected as the surface to be further modified. The pore size of the ceramic tube is 
mostly in the range of 20 nm with some large pore components which are probably attributed to 
defects from the ceramic preparation process (Fig. 7.2). In order to create an ultrathin selective 
layer on the porous ceramic inner surface, an intermediate layer with good adhesion to the 
ceramic surface may be required to further reduce the large pore components (detailed materials 
and methods presented in Section 3.3.5). A typical approach is to deposit another thin layer of 
γ-alumina, but this contributes to higher membrane cost [37]. Another thin organic layer such as 
polydopamine (PDA) and polyethyleneimine (PEI) (Fig. 3.2) may serve as a good intermediate 
layer between the organic and inorganic materials. PDA has been reported to possess excellent 
adhesive capability on all kind of surfaces [31], while PEI has a high free energy of adhesion of 
191 J/mol [38]. In addition, PDA may react with trimesoyl chloride (TMC) which have been 
reported by earlier study [39] while PEI has been utilized as an amine monomer to react with 
TMC for TFC membranes [13].  




Cross section Inner cross section 




























Diameter (µm)  
Fig. 7.2 Pore size distribution of the original ceramic tube. 
 











O (atomic conc%) 53.7 24.41 25.5
C (atomic conc%) 14.91 60.82 39.74
N (atomic conc%) 0.55 6.10 16.1
Al (atomic conc%) 30.83 8.68 18.6
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Fig. 7.3 FE-SEM images of (a) the original ceramic tube, and the ceramic tubes coated with (b) 
PEI and (c) PDA at different magnifications 
 
As shown in Fig. 7.3, some larger pores in the original surface have been reduced by either PDA 
or PEI coating. Moreover, a change in color from white to black after coating with PDA, as 
observed by bare eyes, confirms the formation of a PDA layer on the ceramic surface. Further 
characterizations by XPS (Table 7.2) suggest that an intermediate layer of PDA or PEI has been 
formed on top of the alumina surface. The existence of Al signal in both PDA- and PEI-coated 
surfaces may imply that 1) the intermediate layer is thinner than the XPS probing depth of 9 nm; 
2) the intermediate layer is not continuous owing to rough surface of original ceramic tubes. 
Moreover, the Al signal of the PDA-coated ceramic membrane is 8.68% which is greatly 
reduced from that of the original ceramic tube (30.83%), suggesting that PDA strongly adheres 
on the ceramic substrate. 
 
7.2.2 Morphology of ceramic TFC membranes by interfacial polymerization 
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Fig. 7.4 shows the AFM pictures of the original, PDA- and PEI-coated, and final ceramic TFC 
membranes. Contrary to our expectation, the roughness of the PDA-coated ceramic tube surface 
is larger than that of the original ceramic membrane. This is less desirable because more defects 
may form on the thin polyamide film during the interfacial polymerization. The larger roughness 
is probably contributed by particle generation during the PDA deposition on the ceramic surface 
which has been reported in some earlier studies [32, 40] because the PDA coating was not under 
agitation. The PEI coating gives a much smoother surface which is more desirable for the 
fabrication of defect free thin TFC films through IP. After IP, the surface of TFC membranes on 
PEI-coated ceramic substrates has a smoother surface than that of PDA-coated ceramic 











Fig. 7.4 AFM images of (a) the original ceramic surface; (b) PDA-coated ceramic surface; (c) 
TFC surface on PDA-coated ceramic substrates; (d) PEI-coated ceramic surface and (e) TFC 
surface on PEI-coated ceramic substrates. 




Figs. 7.5 and 7.6 show the membrane morphology of the ceramic TFC membranes where the 
ceramic substrates were coated with PDA and PEI, respectively. A continuous polyamide film 
with a thickness of about 100 nm can be seen on top of both PDA- and PEI-coated ceramic 
surface while both PDA and PEI layers are too thin to be observed. Both TFC surfaces have a 
typical ridge-and-valley structure of IP films. The TFC membrane synthesized on the PEI-coated 
tube (thereafter referred to as PEI-IP) seems to be less rough compared to the one on the 











Fig. 7.5 FE-SEM images of the ceramic TFC membrane where the ceramic substrate was coated 
with PDA (referred to as PDA-IP).  
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Fig. 7.6 FE-SEM images of the ceramic TFC membrane where the ceramic substrate was coated 
with PEI (referred to as PEI-IP). 
 
7.2.3 Pervaporation performance of ceramic TFC membranes 
7.2.3.1 Effect of PDA or PEI coating on ceramic TFC membranes   
Table 7.3 shows the pervaporation performance of ceramic TFC membranes for dehydration of 
IPA at 50 °C. Both PDA-IP and PEI-IP have higher separation factors than the TFC membrane 
synthesized on the uncoated ceramic substrate (referred to as ceramic-IP). The improved 
separation performance of PDA-IP and PEI-IP may be attributed to higher hydrophilicity [39] 
and smaller pores of PDA- and PEI-coated ceramic surfaces. Therefore, comparing to the 
uncoated ceramic substrate, PDA- and PEI-coated ceramic surfaces may absorb more 
m-phenylenediamine (MPD) in the aqueous phase for the interfacial polymerization reaction 
with TMC in the organic phase. Since the PDA-coated ceramic surface has a higher roughness 
than the PEI-coated ceramic surface, PEI-IP has a better pervaporation performance than the 
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PDA-PI. In addition, the amine functional group of PEI may react with TMC and further 
improve the separation performance. 
  
Table 7.3 Pervaporation performance of ceramic thin film composite membranes  









Ceramic-IP 3.40 76.0 27.8
PDA-IP 2.85 95.4 110
PEI-IP 2.70 97.5 220
PDA-IP-PDMS 2.55 97.6 233
PEI-IP-PDMS 2.19 99.7 2800
 
Since the membranes developed have some minor defects, a common approach to seal the 
defects is by applying the PDMS coating [41]. PDMS has been demonstrated to improve 
separation performance for pervaporation dehydration of acetic acid[42]. Moreover, an 
additional layer on top of the selective layer may prevent the selective layer from physical 
damage. As shown in Table 7.3, the PEI-IP membrane coated with PDMS exhibits a significant 
improvement in separation factor, with a less than 20% drop in the flux. Since the separation 
factor of PEI-IP-PDMS is 2800 which corresponds to the permeate of 99.7% water, suggesting 
defects have been effectively sealed. The PDA-IP membrane coated with PDMS does not exhibit 
much improvement possible due to too many surface defects which cannot be effectively sealed 
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Table 7.4 Pervaporation performance of ceramic thin film composite membranes (Feed: 








Table 7.4 shows the separation performance of PDA-IP-PDMS and PEI-IP-PDMS membranes 
for dehydration of n-butanol and ethanol. Separation factor is in the following sequence of 
n-butanol > IPA >> ethanol, while total flux exhibits a direct opposite trend. While 
PEI-IP-PDMS membranes have similar fluxes for dehydration of the alcohols, a much higher 
flux is observed for PDA-IP-PDMS for ethanol dehydration which may be attributed to defects 
on the membrane.   
 
7.2.3.2 Temperature effect 
Feed temperature is an important parameter for pervaporation tests. So far, most studies of TFC 
membranes for pervaporation separation were conducted at low temperatures from room 
temperature to 50 °C [11-13]. It is important to show that the developed TFC membrane can 
withstand a higher feed temperature. Table 7.5 summarizes the pervaporation dehydration of IPA 
as a function of feed temperature for both PDA-coated and PEI-coated TFC membranes. As 
temperature increases, separation factor decreases while flux increases significantly for both 
ceramic composite membranes. As the operation temperature increases to 80 °C, fluxes of PEI- 
and PDA-coated  ceramic composite membranes increase to more than 6 kg/m
2









N-butanol/water 2.75 97.8 252
Ethanol/water 3.61 49.8 5.6
PEI-IP-PDMS
N-butanol/water 2.35 99.8 2827
Ethanol/water 2.73 80.5 23.4
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This superior performance can be attributed to large pore sizes of ceramic substrates as well as 
no solvent-induced swelling in pore size and substrate morphology comparing to most 
polymeric substrates.  
 
Table 7.5 The effect of temperature on ceramic TFC membranes for pervaporation dehydration 



















40 1.68 414 13416 29.5 454.6
50 2.55 233 12289 47.0 261.3
60 3.70 90 10810 105.3 102.7
80 6.40 71 9755 118.1 82.62
PEI-IP-
PDMS
40 1.31 3350 10561 2.87 3678
50 2.19 2800 10768 3.43 3140
60 3.10 2000 9595 4.20 2282
80 6.05 1396 9917 6.10 1625
 








Table 7.5 also tabulates permeance and selectivity as a function of feed temperature in order to 
examine the evolution of intrinsic membrane properties with temperature. Water permeance for 
both PDA-IP-PDMS and PEI-IP-PDMS generally decrease slightly with an increase in feed 
temperature due to two reasons. Firstly, an increase in feed temperature reduces water sorption 
and thus lowers water permeance [43, 44]. Secondly, it may be due to annealing effect at 
temperatures above 60 °C. Since the newly developed membranes were previously thermally 
treated only at 65 °C, the annealing would reduce free volume and permeability [12]. The 
decline of selectivity with increasing temperature is probably due to the reduced sorption 
abilities of the membrane towards water at higher temperatures [45]. Nevertheless, PEI-coated 
ceramic TFC membrane has a low IPA permeance at all feed temperatures.  












Fig. 7.7 S parameter vs. positron incident energy (or membrane depth) of the outer layers of 
uncoated ceramic, PEI-IP and PEI-IP-PDMS membranes (The lines are from VEPFIT results in 
a 3-layer model, which are polymeric, transition and ceramic layers. ).  
 
7.2.4 PAS study of ceramic TFC membranes 
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annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) was carried out. PAS is an important characterization technique 
for probing free volume properties of membranes [46-48]. By analyzing the free volume depth 
profile of a composite membrane, various layer thicknesses of the membrane could be 
determined quantitatively by a computer program, VEPFIT [48]. Fig. 7.7 shows the variations of 
S parameter of the original ceramic tube, PEI-IP and PEI-IP-PDMS ceramic TFC membranes as 
a function of positron incident energy. The original ceramic membrane shows a monotonically 
decreasing S parameter as the membrane thickness increases, while each of other composite 
membranes have a peak value of S parameter (both at ~1 keV). The decreasing S parameter of 
the original ceramic membrane is due to the positron quenching effect of aluminum oxide [46], 
while commonly dense layers of polymeric membranes have the trend of increasing S parameter. 
The PEI-IP-PDMS has a two-step increase of S parameter before reaching its maximum value at 
~1 keV, suggesting a two-layer polymer structure on top of the ceramic substrate.  
 
Table 7.6 Layer analyses for S data in interfacial polymerized polyamide/ceramic composite 
membranes 










PEI-IP 0.4680±0.0022 0.3959±0.0012 0.3724±0.0012 79 ±12 270 ±45 38 ±6 54 ±22 107 ±23
PEI-IP-PDMS 0.4649±0.0013 0.4091±0.0014 0.3775±0.0007 105 ±13 219±21 31 ±7 52 ±14 182±86
 
(1) L1 and  L2 are the boundary lengths from fitted S data using VEPFIT software. 
(2) Diffusion lengths D1, D2 and D3 are  the lengths that positronium and positron diffuse in the polymer layer, 
transition layer and ceramic, respectively. 
 
To obtain the total thickness of both polyamide selective layer and PDMS coating layer on the 
ceramic TFC membranes, both 3-layer and 4-layer models were employed in the VEPFIT 
analyses.  Since PDMS and polyamide layer have very close S parameter values (~0.455 vs. 
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0.46), the 3-layer model fits the S parameter values remarkably better. This model describes that 
the top surface is mainly composed by three layers. The first layer is a polymer layer where the S 
parameter increases. The second layer is a transition layer which could be a diffusion layer 
where the polyamide and PEI could have been formed in the pores of ceramic. The third layer is 
basically the ceramic substrate.  
 
Fig. 7.7 plots the fitted S parameter values from VEPFIT analyses and shows a very good 
agreement with experimental data, while Table 7.6 summarizes the fitted values and the 
corresponding layer thicknesses. The thicknesses of polymer layers on PEI-IP and 
PEI-IP-PDMS are 79 and 105 nm, respectively; which are close to the thicknesses of ~100 nm 
and ~150 nm from SEM images (shown in Fig. 7.6 and Fig. 7.8, correspondingly). From their 





Fig. 7.8 Membrane morphology of the PEI-IP-PDMS ceramic thin film composite membrane. 
 
7.2.5 Long term stability of ceramic-thin film membranes 
Fig. 7.9 shows the separation performance of the newly developed ceramic TFC membranes at 
60 °C over 120 h. Small variations of separation performance for both PDA-IP-PDMS and 
PEI-IP-PDMS are mainly due to some variations of feed compositions. Nevertheless, the 
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permeate water for PDA-IP-PDMS and PEI-IP-PDMS composite are stable at about 94 wt% and 
99.5 wt% throughout the testing period. The sustainable high separation performance for the 
developed ceramic composite membranes indicates that the thin polyamide selective layer is not 
damaged and the adhesion between the thin film and ceramic support is sufficiently strong to 
maintain the mechanical integrity under the testing conditions. Clearly, the ceramic TFC is a 
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Fig. 7.9 Long term pervaporation performance for PDA- and PEI-coated ceramic thin film 
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In this study, we have developed novel ceramic TFC membranes for pervaporation dehydration 
of alcohols. An intermediate layer of PDA or PEI was coated on the α-alumina ceramic surface 
to make the ceramic surface to be more suitable for interfacial polymerization reaction. A 
number of conclusions can be drawn as following: 
1. The PEI-coated ceramic substrate is more desirable for interfacial polymerization than the 
PDA-coated ceramic substrate because the former provides a smoother surface than the latter 
and the original ceramic substrates. As a result, a less defective polyamide layer can be formed. 
2. The PDMS coating on PEI-IP is effective in sealing defects of the TFC membrane and 
improves the separation performance for IPA dehydration with only a modest decrease of 
separation flux. 
3. The PEI-coated ceramic TFC membrane has achieved high separation performance (J: 6.05 
kg/m
2
-h, β: 1396) for pervaporation dehydration of IPA at 80 °C. 
4. Based on PAS analyses, the newly developed ceramic TFC membrane consists of an ultrathin 
polyamide layer of ~79 nm and a PDMS coating layer of ~26 nm. 
5. The newly developed ceramic TFC membrane exhibits stable separation performance for 
more than 120 h for pervaporation dehydration of IPA.  
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
8.1 Conclusions 
Polybenzimidazole (PBI) based membranes were investigated for the pervaporation dehydration 
of alcohols and acetone. Incorporation of ZIF-8 nano-sized particles into PBI membranes was 
studied for enhancement of pervaporation flux for dehydration of alcohols. Sorption and 
swelling properties, and free volume of PBI and PBI/ZIF-8 membranes were further investigated 
to understand the effect of porous fillers in PBI membranes. In order to improve permeation flux, 
PBI/P84 dual-layer hollow fiber membranes were developed for dehydration of acetone. To 
further increase pervaporation performance for the dehydration applications, thin films created 
by interfacial polymerization on ceramic substrate were developed. The study has also employed 
an advanced characterization tool, positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS), to understand the 
free volume properties, membrane-solvent interaction characteristics and the micro-structure of 
the developed membranes. The following conclusions can be drawn based on the study. 
 
8.1.1 Polybenzimidazole (PBI) / zeolitic imidazolate   frameworks (ZIF-8) mixed matrix 
membranes for pervaporation dehydration of alcohols 
A homogeneous structure of PBI/ZIF-8 mixed matrix membrane with loading as high as 58 wt% 
of ZIF-8 was obtained. The incorporation of nano-sized ZIF-8 into PBI membranes increases 
their flux significantly, without much decrease in separation factor for dehydration of n-butanol 
and isopropanol. With a ZIF-8 loading of 33 wt%, the total flux increases by more than 4 times 
with almost no decrease in separation factor when compared to those of the PBI membrane. 
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Further increase of ZIF-8 loading to 58 wt% results in a high water permeability but a relatively 
low selectivity. The PBI/ZIF-8 MMMs also exhibit unexpected increase in both separation factor 
and flux for dehydration of ethanol compared to the PBI membrane. The increase in separation 
performance for dehydration of ethanol may be attributed to rigidification of PBI chains by 
ZIF-8 particles, which subsequently reduced swelling of the polymeric phase. With high thermal 
stability, chemical resistance and excellent compatibility with polymer materials, ZIF-8 
nano-particles are promising fillers for enhancing the overall separation performance of barrier 
materials like PBI. 
 
8.1.2 Sorption, swelling, and free volume of PBI and PBI/ZIF-8 nano-composite membranes 
for pervaporation 
The alcohol-induced swelling and sorption of PBI and PBI/ZIF-8 nano-composite membranes 
were studied and both the dry and wet membranes were characterized by PAS. Membrane 
dimensional changes after immersing in alcohols and water following the order of ethanol > 
methanol > water > n-butanol. The addition of ZIF-8 particles into PBI membranes suppresses 
the ethanol-, methanol- and water-induced PBI swelling, where the water-induced swelling is 
particularly subdued. The PAS studies confirm that the high pervaporation permeability of 
PBI/ZIF-8 membranes is attributed to the high FFV created by large cavities of ZIF-8 particles. 
In addition, the ethanol saturated PBI/ZIF-8 membranes has significantly smaller free volume 
radii than ethanol saturated PBI membranes, which explains the increased selectivity of 
PBI/ZIF-8 membranes for dehydration of ethanol. A linear correlation can be established 
between the reciprocal FFV obtained from PAS and ln(P) or ln(D). This study demonstrates the 
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importance of using PAS to characterize membrane structure changes in solvent-saturated 
membranes at a molecular level and to correlate pervaporation performance with 
solvent-induced swelling. 
 
8.1.3 Dual-layer PBI/P84 hollow fibers for pervaporation dehydration of acetone 
PBI/P84 dual-layer hollow fiber membranes were fabricated via the co-extrusion phase 
inversion for acetone dehydration. As the original fibers has very high flux but low separation 
factor (J: 5.9 kg/m
2
-h, β: 2.2, 50 °C), heat treatment and chemical cross-linking modifications 
were attempted on the membranes to reduce acetone induced swelling on the membranes. 
Thermal treatment effectively enhances separation performance initially, but performance 
stability can only be achieved through the cross-linking modification of PBI. Sorption results 
reveal that the crosslinked PBI membranes have a significantly reduced acetone uptake 
compared to the original PBI membranes. Thermal treatment of PBI/P84 dual-layer fibers at 400 
o
C and higher temperatures results in thermally induced cross-linking and reduces flux (J: 0.08 
kg/m
2
-h, β: 686, 50 °C) severely because of excessive densification whereas chemically 
cross-linked PBI/P84 fibers show better fluxes (J: 0.3 kg/m
2
-h, β: 498, 50 °C) due to their 
thinner dense selective layers. The relative FFV of the PBI selective layer from PAS 
characterization reduces from 3.27% for the original fiber to 1.98% and 1.33% for the T-400 and 
X2-T300 fibers, respectively. The lower free volume size of cross-linked membranes compared 
to the original membrane contributes significantly to the improved selectivity for water, but a 
reduction in flux. 
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8.1.4 Ceramic thin film composite membranes for pervaporation dehydration of alcohols 
An intermediate layer of polydopamine (PDA) or polyethyleneimine (PEI) was coated on the 
α-alumina ceramic surface to make the ceramic surface to be more suitable for interfacial 
polymerization reaction. The PEI-coated ceramic substrate is more desirable for interfacial 
polymerization than the PDA-coated ceramic substrate because the former provides a smoother 
surface than the latter. As a result, a less defective polyamide layer can be formed. PDMS 
coating on PEI-IP is effective in sealing defects of the thin film composite (TFC) membrane and 
improves the separation performance. The PEI-coated ceramic TFC membrane has achieved 
high separation performance (J: 6.05 kg/m
2
-h, β: 1396) for pervaporation dehydration of IPA at 
80 °C. Based on PAS analyses, the newly developed ceramic TFC membrane consists of an 
ultrathin polyamide layer of ~79 nm and a PDMS coating layer of ~26 nm. The developed 
ceramic thin film composite membranes not only possessed high separation performance for 
pervaporation dehydration of n-butanol and IPA, but also demonstrated stability for a test period 
exceeding 120 hours. 
 
8.2 Recommendations and future works 
With the learnings from experimental results and analysis from this research, the following 
recommendations may provide further insights for future studies on pervaporation membrane. 
 
1. Investigate the incorporation of nano-sized hydrophilic ZIFs or zeolites in the barrier 
polymeric materials like PBI for enhancement of pervaporation performance. Hydrophilic 
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nano-sized ZIFs or zeolites may increase both the diffusivity selectivity and the sorption 
selectivity towards water.  
 
2. Further improve the developed PBI hollow fibers by incorporating porous nano-sized particles 
for suppressing solvent induced swelling. By blending with highly porous nano-sized particles, 
PBI fiber may increase in both selectivity and flux for pervaporation dehydration of alcohols. 
 
3.Improve the developed ceramic thin film composite membranes by using a diffent type of 
intermediate layer between the ceramic surface and polyamide selective layer. Hydrophilic 
polydimethylsiloxane may be investigated as it is not a barrier material and has good adhesion to 
the ceramic surface. 
 
4. Extend the studies of the developed PBI and ceramic thin film composite membranes for 
vapor permeation applications, since both PBI and polyamide have high thermal and chemical 
stability. As vapor permeation at high temperature is still relatively less explored, various effects 
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